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Schar fenbe rg -gets top award
By Marc Lebovitz '72
News Service Staff

Although she was in bed with
the flu and missed ceremonies
in her honor at Homecoming
activities, theatre Professor
Jean Scharfenberg was flattered and honored to be selected
1990-91 Outstanding University Teacher by the ISU Alumni
Association.
Scharfenberg, who heads
the acting program in theatre,
was the Outstanding Teacher
in the College of Fine Arts. Of
the five collegiate outstanding
teachers, one is named Outstanding University Teacher.
Other honored teachers
were Dolores Hellweg of the
Department of Health, Physical
Education, Recreation and
Dance in the College of Applied
Science and Technology;
Stephen Friedberg of the
Department of Mathematics
in the College of Arts and
Sciences; Linda Showers of the
Department of Marketing in
the College of Business; and
Norman Bettis of the Department of Curriculum and
Instruction in the College of
Education (please see story
on page 3.)
Scharfenberg, a 25-year
faculty member of the ISU
faculty, received a gift and
$1,000 from the ISU Foundation. The other four winners
received a gift and $500. The
awards recognize outstanding
work for the previous year.
' "It will be 26 years here

after next year, when I have
to retire," Scharfenberg said,
"and it's been a lot of fun. I've
tried to get my acting students
to care about the world, to be
world citizens. That's related
to the acting techniques we
use. You have to know what's
going on in the world because,
as actors, we reflect the world."
Scharfenberg joined what
was then ISU's drama program in 1966 after three years
at the University of Iowa .
While completing her PhD at
the University of Wisconsin,
she received a federal grant
to study for a year in New
York with Lee Strasberg at
the Actor's Studio.
Her passion for acting has
sparked her students, many
of whom have become
acclaimed professional actors
and directors, such as John
Malkovich, Judith Ivey, Laurie
Metcalf, Gary Cole, Tom Irwin,
Rondi Reed and many members
of Chicago's Steppenwolf
Theatre Company. Last year
Scharfenberg taught her first
acting workshop at Steppenwolf for Chicago-area actors.
Her tenure also includes
many turns at directing ISU
mainstage plays and Illinois
Shakespeare Festival productions in the summer, as well
as numerous acting roles on
the Westhoff and Allen theatre
stages.
Scharfenberg received her
master's degr~e at the University of Wisconsin and bachelor's
degree from Central Missouri.

Jean Scharfenberg was named the University's Outstanding '1.eacher for 1990-91.
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Your
growing
Alumni
Association

Services, merchandise available to alumni

By Jim Petersen '69
Carmel, Ind.
President
ISU Alumni Association
Board of Directors

Karin Bone and Chip Bone
joined many other members
of the ISU family at this year's
Homecoming (Oct. 26, 1991)
which was dedicated to the
memory of Dr. Robert G. Bone.
The weekend was full of
events for alumni and their
families. The annual Redbird
Family Fair was lots of fun for
those who attended. The Agricultural Department Alumni group
planned and held a Legends
Classic featuring many ofISU's
former men's basketball stars
in competition at the Redbird
Arena. The evening was very
successful and added interest
to this year's Homecoming.
I wish to extend the appreciation of the Board members
to all volunteers who worked
with Deb Amdor, class of'72,
and Rollie Mercer, class of
'71, to make this year's events
enjoyable. ·
Your Alumni Board and
staff continue their efforts to
charter new alumni chapters
around the United States. At
its most recent meeting, the
Board chartered area alumni
chapters in Bloomington/
Normal, Ill., and Dallas/Fort
Worth, Texas.
The Alumni Association's
6th Annual ISU Night with the
Chicago Bulls will be held on
Saturday, Jan. 11th. Tickets
for the event sold out quickly.
It should prove to be another
exciting evening for ISU alums.
The Alumni Board has
lobbied for a December graduation for some time. As a
result, mid-year graduation
was held on Dec. 13, 1991.
Many ofus felt that mid-year
graduates should have the
opportunity to participate in
a December graduation cere~
mony. The number of mid-year
graduates surely justifies the
effort and expense, and we
are pleased that the University will be holding mid-year
graduation. Congratulations

to all the December '91 grads.
The Alumni Board continues its affiliation with the
Student Alumni Council. The
President of the Student
Alumni Council, Annemarie
Kill, will serve on this year's
Alumni Board. The development of students' awareness
of alumni activities and their
significance to the development of the institution is an
important part of our activities.
We hope the Student Alumni
Council will help strengthen
our Alumni Association and
its activities. Barbara Todd,
assistant alumni director, is
the Student Alumni Council
advisor and puts in many
valuable hours to guide and
foster this organization.
Dan Wagner, also an
assistant alumni director,
continues his active travels on
behalf of your Alumni Association. In 1991, he attended
alumni events all over the
United States, as your association attempts to stay in contact with local alumni groups.
President Wallace and other
ISU staff members have given
generously of their time by
participating in these various
events.
Carol Morris, director of
alumni services, has worked
hard with other staff members
to bring our information
system up to date and, as a
result of Carol's efforts and
the work of Ellyce Wolfe, a
university systems analyst,
the alumni and development
offices should now have more
up-to-date records with respect
to its growing number of
alumni.
Participation by alums in
Association activities, affinity
clubs and local alumni chapters
continued to increase over the
past year. The Board wishes
to thank all the volunteers in
our many alumni activities
for their enthusiastic efforts.

The ISU Alumni Association Board of Directors continues to evaluate and coordinate services for its members.
Two continuing services are
the various insurance opportunities and the credit card
program.
Two insurance programs
which are available to ISU
alumni are the Short-Term
Medical Plan and Group Term
Life Insurance.
Job seekers,job switchers,
new graduates or selfemployed people all have a
need for medical protection,
but only for a short time until
they become e ligible for
employer-sponsored coverage
or until their applications
for individual coverage
are approved.
The Short-Term Medical
plan provides up to $2,000 in
benefits. Five coverage periods
are offered from 30 to 180
days. Family coverage also
is available.
The Group Term Life Insurance program offers group
rates, a volume discount and
an additional discount for
non-smokers.
Children and spouses are
eligible, at the same savings,
when the graduate applies for
coverage.
The program also includes
a valuable conversion option,
family coverage options and
survivorship benefits for
dependents.
For more information on
either medical plan, call the
Association Consultants, Inc.
In Illinois, call 800-575-3801;
outside Illinois, call 800-6219903.
The credit card program
offers alumni the opportunity to apply for a VISA or
MasterCard bearing an ISU
logo . Boatman's Bank of
Deleware is the card issuer
for the ISU program.
The card features a 17.8
percent annual percentage
rate with an annual fee of$20.
First-time card holders will
have the annual fee waived
for the first six months. Boatman's has agreed to provide
the ISUAA with a percentage
of the net sales on each card.
Therefore, every time the
card is used, it benefits the
Alumni Association.
This arrangement pro-

vides competitive features
for card holders, such as
instant cash access at ATMs
and financial institutions
across the country; optional
calling card service through
MCI; and a 24 hour toll free
customer service number.
Write or call the ISU
Alumni Services Office for
an application for your credit
card, phone (309) 438-2586.
Alumni also have the
opportunity to purchase

some selected ISU merchandise from the Alumni Services
Office.
The ISU key ring (see
page 14) is available for $5
each.
In addit ion, watches
with the University seal are
now available for purchase
(see page 12.)
Contact the Alumni
Services Office for more
information on these two
programs.
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State awards
go to alumni
Many of the people honored
this year through the Illinois
State Board of Education's
Those Who Excel Program are
ISU alumni, according to Tom
Ryan, dean of ISU's College
of Education.
Among teachers, 11 of the
85 Awards of Recognition were
to ISU alumni, 12 of the 60
Awards of Merit and one of
12 Awards of Excellence.
In the administrator category, three of 20 Awards of
Recognition winners were ISU
alumni and three of 11 Awards
of Merit.
Among the principals, two
of 26 Awards of Recognition
were to ISU alumni.
In the School Service Personnel category, two of 18
Awards of Recogniton recipients were ISU alumni, three
of 11 Awards of Merti, and
one of six Awards of
Excellence.
The ISU alumni winners
and their schools are:
Teachers, Awards of
Recognition - Karen Bell
'79, Rossville-Alvin Elementary School, Rossville; Lois
Bucher '76, Big Hollow School
District, Ingleside; Kathryn
(Lechner ) Costello ' 76 ,
Metamora School District;
Beverly Drillinger MSE '81,
Jacksonville School District;
Florence (Migas) Heavilin '69,
LeRoy School District; Patricia
(Baker) Heinecke '73, Camp
Point School District; Renee
(Seif) King '79, New Lenox
School Distr.; Bonnie McClucki e
'75, MSE '86, Coal City School
District; W. Keith Schmink '81,
Hamilton School District;
Donna Siebert '69, Sterling
School Dis trict; and Mary
(McCollum) Stanton '80, Trico
School District, Campbell Hill.
Teachers, Awards of
Merit - Mary (Wdowicki)
Bryant '78, West Chicago
School District; Gail Garner
'72, Danville School Dist1;ct;
Martin Golby MS '89, Riverside School District, Port Byron;
Joan (Steffen) Hunt '72, El
Paso School District; Sharon
Morkin '66, MS '75, Bloomingt~n Sch?ol District; Karen

Pflederer '61, Maine Township
High School, Park Ridge;
Melissa (Morehead) Ruehmer
'76, Costa Catholic School,
Galesburg; Fred Walk MS '78,
McLean County School District #5, Normal; Helen (Rembos)
Wallace '71, Joliet School Ditrict; John Young '67, MS '70,
Princeton High School District;
Helen (Cray) Zorc, LincolnshirePrairieview- School District,
Lake Forest; and Phyllis
(Steider) Choiniere '63, Illinois
Children's School and Rehabilitation Center, Chicago.
Teachers, Award of
Excellence - Judith (Fickas)
Trumble '64, Kankakee
School District.
Administrators, Awards
of Recognition - Josephine
Mancuso '50, Lyons Township
High School, LaGrange; Fred
Murino '71, Thornton 'Township
High School, Harvey; and
Roger Reardon '72, CAS '91,
Freeport School District.
Administrators, Awards
of Merit- William Daters '52,
Mt. Carroll School District;
Gerald Mitchell MSE '74, Dixon
School District; John Radka
'51, MS "52, Woodstock School
District; and Nancy (Brinker)
Thomas '69, School District
#U-46, Elgin.
Principals, Awards of
Recognition - William ONeal
MS '77, Bloomington School
District; and Rod Sargeant
'65 , MS '67, Kinnikinnick
School District, Roscoe.
School Service Personnel, Awards of Recognition
- Richard Mikulecky '63, MS
'69, North Berwyn School Disti;ct, Berwyn; and Jacqueline
Plourde '72, MS '79, Naperville
School District.
School Service Personnel, Awards of Merit Kenneth Seidl '57, MS '68,
Decatur School District; Jama
(Stephens) Wahl '76, Ottawa
Elementary School District;
and Barbara (Wiehn) Worms
'73, Burbank School District.
School Service Personnel, Award ~f Excellence
- John Hackett '72, MSE '76,
Consolidated High School
District, Orland Park.

years in the physical education department at Metcalf
Lab School. A Ph.D. graduate
of the University of Wisconsin,
she has been very active at
state and national levels in
physical education associations. She has a UCLA master's
degree and her bachelor's
degree is from Washington
University.
Friedberg, a master's and
Ph.D. graduate of Northwestern, joined ISU's math
department in 1970. He is the
author of two books on linear
algebra, many :research articles
and has been the recipient of
numerous university and
government grants. His
bachelor's degree is from
Boston University and he also
did post-doctoral work at MIT.
Showers is in her fifth
year at Illinois State after
serving as a research associate
in the division of drug advertising and labeling in the Food
and Drug Administration.
She has her bachelor's, master's
and Ph.D. degrees from Ohio
State University.
Norman Bettis, who came
to ISU in 1974 after positions
at Michigan State and Western
Illinois universities, specializes
in geography education. He
has numerous publications
and presentations of papers
to his credit as well as service
on university and professional
committees. He earned his
Ph.D. at Michigan State, with
Named outstanding teachers from their colleges by
master's and bachelor's degrees
the ISU Alumni Association awards committee were
from WIU.
(clockwise from bottom right) Linda Showers, College
Recipients must have
of Business; Dolores Hellweg, Applied Science and
be e n a regular faculty
Technolgy; Norman Bettis, Education; and
member at ISU for at least
Stephen Friedberg, Arts and Sciences.
three years and have taught
at least two undergraduate
courses during each of those
years in order to be eligible
for the award. Facultymembers are nominated by
Teacher.
Five Illinois State
their departments and must
Other honored teachers
University teachers were
be endorsed by the dean.
were Dolores Hellweg of the
presented with Alumni
"In this era of low funding
Department of Health, Physical for education and high emphaAssociation Outstanding
Education, Recreation a nd sis on research, the recogniTeaching Awards during
Homecoming activities on Dance in the College of Applied tion given to teaching is
Science and Technology;
Oct. 26.
appreciated," Hellweg said.
Jean Scharfenberg, who Stephen Friedberg, Depart"This has been one of the
heads the acting program in ment of Mathematics, College nicest honors that I have
theatre, was named the Out- of Arts and Sciences; Linda
had in my 39-plus years of
standing Teacher in the College Showers , Department of
teaching."
of Fine Arts and the Out- Marketing, College of Business;
Each recipient received
standing University Teacher and Norman Bettis, Depart- a clock and a $500 check.
(please see story on page 1).
ment ofCurriculum and Instruc- Funding for the program is
Of the five collegiate outstand- tion, College of Education.
provided through the Illinois
Hellweg has been at ISU State University Foundation.
ing teachers, one is named
Outstanding University since 196~, including several

Four receive awards
for outstanding teaching
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New fundraiser joins staff
Judith Aldridge Riggs, I
•.
..
·.
director of development for ·
the University of Illinois
Foundation since 1987, has
been appointed associate vice · ,
president of Institutional
Advancement and director of I
Development at ISU. She began
her duties in November.
In her position, she will
be responsible for directing
and overseeing all private
fund raising for the University, including major and
planned giving, t h e annual
fund , alu mni, parents and
senior student campaigns, and
corporate/foundation relations.
The move from t h e U of
I, where sh e was the Foundation's chief development
officer with responsibilities
that included s uper visin g
nine professional fundraisers
and directing the efforts of
more than 400 volunteers in
the University's National
Network, to ISU was an easy
one for Riggs.
"I liked the people I met," Judy Riggs
she said of her first contacts
has is to develop a corporate
with ISU representatives
advisory committee, includduring the interview process.
ing representatives from the
Other positives she found
colleges and other campus
include d the high quality of
units. "This committee will be
the faculty, the cooperative
able to assess current ISU
attitude to\i\'.ard fund raising
corporate involvement and
by the deans and the support
plan a coordinated university
and vision from ISU President
approach for seeking private
Thomas Wallace.
support," she said.
After a short time on the
According to Stewart
job, Riggs already had outlined
Stabley, vice president for
a lengthy list of both short
Institutional Advancement,
and long term goals for the
Riggs bring s a real underDevelopment Office and has
s tanding of how to function
assessed what the major
in a diverse, public university
stumbling block will be to
setting.
achieve those goals.
"She has great enthusiasm
"There is a real lack of
for the challenge of raising
information," she said. "We
money for a public university,"
need to broaden the base of
he said, "and she knows how
knowledge about ISU alumni
to get campus-wide support
in order to obtain gift potential
for her initiatives."
informa tion for our fundThe future for ISU looks
raisers."
bright to Riggs. "The quality
She firmly believes that
private support to ISU is only
in infancy stages. "This place
Sandra Little, Health,
has not even begun to reach
alumni," she said. "Our partic- Physical Education, Recreipa tion could easily double ation and Dance, and Max
within a year because we will Schoenfeld, Music, received
be automating our telefund the Burlington Northern
Foundation Faculty Achieveoperation beginning in
ment Awa rds this year in
February.",
One immediate goal Riggs

1.

eommun1ty~ceprojects
on chapter s agenda

'

I·

The literacy program is
just one vehicle ISU alumni
in the Chicago, Ill. , area are
using to give something back
I to society (see story on page 5).
,
According to Kathy Blake
I '88, chair of the ISU Chicago
: Alumni Chapter Community
! Service Committee, the liter; acy program is one of five projects which her committee has
1
implemented or is currently
planning.
Projects in which volun. teers already have been
I involved include assisting the
Illinois Special Olympics in
J running t h e Shoot-the-Bull 3
on 3 Basketball Tournament
1 in downtown Chicago last
' August and collecting toys
for under privileged children
with the United States
Marine Corp. in December.
Future programs include
the literacy project and manning telephones for the March
of Dimes and Children's
Miracle Network telethons.
The response from alumni
has been very positive. Blake
indicate d that over 200
Chicago Alumni Chapter
m embers volunteered their
time for the Shoot-the-Bull
tournament.
But t he committ ee

I
I

is here," Riggs said. "It's just
a matter of letting people
know what's h er e. ISU is a
well kept secret."
She and her husband Bob
are anxious to become a part
of the Bloomington-Normal
community, in which she sees
a great deal of diversity. They
are the parents of three adult
children and the grandparents
of two.
Riggs has a doctorate in
adult and continuing eduction from the University of
Illinois and completed a
managem e nt of life l ong
education (MLE) program at
Harvard University. She graduated from Indiana State
University with a bachelor's
degree in mathematics and
science in 1962 and a master 's
degre e in counseling and
guidance in 1967.

believes their largest impact
will come with the literacy
program. A fall 1992 kickoff is planned to launch the
program.
"We will solicit ISU alumni
to be involved in local, already
established literacy programs,"
Blake said. "The names of
interested volunteers will be
passed on to Judith Rake
(program coordinator for the
Literacy Office for the State
of Illinois) to give to the appropriate programs."
Dan Wagner '89, assistant
director ofAlumni Services,
I
believes these community
service programs are an
excellent way for alumni to
stay involved with their
university and serve their
communities at the same
time. In addition, the good
will generated is positive for
all parties involved.
"These programs serve as
a public relations vehicle for
the University," said Wagner.
''They show the outside publics
what the University can do
for them. But, more importantly, as the most educated
segment of society, we have
a responsibility to give something back. This is a good
way to do that."

ISU named in 'Best Colleges' list
ISU and the University of
Illinois at Urbana were the
only institutions in Central
Illinois to be ranked as "national universities" by the U.S.
News & World Report in the
magazine's survey last fall of
America's Best Colleges.
An article explaining the
survey's methodology said
national universities are
those included in the "major
leagues of higher education"
with "greater resources and

broader r eputat ions than
schools in other categories."
The list of national universities included the 204
doctor al granting institutions
which, according to Carnegie
guidelines, "offer a wide range
of baccalaureate programs,
give a high priority to research
and award a large number of
Ph.D.'s." Harvard, Yale and
Stanford appeared at the top
of the category's ranking.

Little and Schoenfeld receive faculty achievement awards
recognition of their t eaching
excellence.
Each was presented with
awards of $2,500 and a plaque
from ISU President Thomas
Wallace prior to his annual
State of the University
Address in September.

Funding for the awards,
which are presente d at 132
universities, is by a grant from
the Burlington Northern
Foundation. The Foundation
established the program in
1984 to reward t eaching
e xcelle n ce, to keep good

teachers, to motivate good
t each ers to become bett e r
teachers, to address the
problem oflow faculty compensation and to contribute
to the s timulation of more
effective teaching at all levels
of education.
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Alum has impact on literacy
By Barbara Todd '79, MS '84
Assistant Director
Alumni Services

As a first year high school
English teacher in Springfield,
Ill ., Judith Rake couldn't
understand why she was having
such difficulty getting senior
boys interested in reading
literature by authors such as
William Shakespeare.
The thought that they were
unable to read the words on
th e pages never even crossed
her mind. She soon realized
that illiteracy was a problem
with h er student s and then
felt the frustration of wondering if there was anything she
could do to help.
She did find a way to help.
As program coordinator for
the Literacy Office of the State
of Illinois, she administers an
annual budget of nearly $5
million in grants that funds
programs for adul ts wh o
function below a sixth grade
level in reading, writing and
math.
It is projected that, since
the program was launched in
1986, the Illinois Literacy
Effort will have reached more
th an 90,000 individuals by
t h e end of June. Rake h as
been the program coordinat or since 1989. Prior to her
involvement on the state level,
s he worked for the l oca l
Springfield program.
Sh e first became involved
in the literacy effort in 1974
as a part-time GED instructor, assifting adult students
in gaining their General
Education Diploma . She
became full-time with that
program in 1984, the same
year the state began to take
a closer look at the literacy
issue.
Grants were made available by the state to start programs using volunteers to help
people who were reading below
a sixth grade level. The grants
were aimed at adult education GED drop-outs.
"The GED prog ram
requires people to work individually," Rake said. Students
who are not able to read can't
work on their own so they drop

out of the program . When
she was asked to apply for a
grant for the Springfield program, her work with volunteers
and the literacy effort began.
Also in 1984, then Illinois
Governor Jim Thompson
appointed members to an
Illinois Literacy Council. The
council was chaired by then
Secretary of State Jim Edgar.
The recommendations made
by the council led to the development of the Secretary of
State Literacy Office.
"Illinois is very fortunate,"
Rake said, "to h ave two constitutional officers who are
interested in literacy."
Secretary of State a nd
State Librarian George H.
Ryan has literacy as one of
his priorities. He serves as
chairman of the Literacy
Council. An estimated 2 million
adults in the state who read
below the sixth grade level.
Although the numbers of
adults who are served don't
look very large, Rake feels the
program continues to make
progress. "We are reaching
increasing numbers every
year," she said. "And, we are
retaining people longer in the
program."
Ironically, the program has
come full circle since its
beginning. When started, volunteers out-numbered the
students. "Now, we have gone
to the other side of that," Rake
said. ''We need more volunteers."
The ISU Chicago Alumni
Chapter hopes to be able to
fill that need for volunteers
when it launches its literacy
community service program
in the fall of 1992. According
to Rake, Chicago always needs
volunteers. Sh e is looking
forward to working with committee chair Kathy Blake '88
and th e other alumni.
"I've worked with Kathy
and Dan Wa gne r '8 9
(assistant director of Alumni
Services) to identify the kinds
of volunteers nee de d," Rake
said. She indicated that volunteers are needed for lots of
tasks besides tutoring.
"I applaud ISU in the role
I play n ow," sh e said. Sh e
believes the talents and skills
these alumni will bring to the

Judith Rake stands next to a photograph of herself with Barbara Bush.
"Barbara Bush has been literacy programs and increasprogram will be a great benefit
to th e literacy effort for the active in literacy," Rake said, ing staff development and
"long before it was fashion- training for staff members. If
state.
Sh e also believes other a ble. She is a very warm those goals don't keep her going,
peopl e and organizations person." The Barbara Bush her memories of the lives that
should follow ISU's lead in Foundation each year puts h ave been changed through
half a million dollars in family the literacy program will.
doing their share, too.
"I don't t hink I've ever
She knows first-hand how literacy, an area, Rake said,
beneficial th e support of an in which Illinois is just begin- felt like giving up," she said.
"I'd like to reach more pe~ple.
organization or a national per- ning to get involved.
There is still much Rake I'll never work myself out of
sonality can be to local programs. For example, First Lady would like to accomplish in a job. We just can continue
Barbara Bush h as been to her job, including providing to reach more people that
Illinois on three or four occa- better coordination between wouldn't have been reached
sions to visit local programs. the various agencies providing without the program."
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50th reunion
of Navy V-12
set for 1993

The School Street parking deck, which opened in the fall, received one of 10 Design Awards from the
Precast/Prestressed Concrete Institute. This photo was taken from School Street in front of Williams Hall,
formerly Milner Library, looking southeast.

Parking deck wins award
The Precast/Prestressed
Concrete Institute (PCI) gives
new structures ofprecast concrete its Design Award each
year, and IS_U 's new School
Street parking deck is one of
10 winners of the 1991 Design
Awards Program.
The four-story School
Street parking deck at
the corner of School and
Beaufort has 649 reserved,
unreserved and handicapped

parking spaces. Every space
in the deck was sold by the first
day of classes last August.
More than 130 entries were
received for the competition,
and the awards program jury
named 10 buildings and miscellaneous structures as
winners. PCI will publicize
the awards nationally and will
include pictures of the School
Street parking ramp in various
publications.

Along with the University
Street 364 space parking
deck which also opened last
fall, ISU is attempting to
replace parking areas lost to
construction of the Student
Services Building and eventual construction of a science
building.
Construction on the decks
began in the fall 1990. Each
precast section was 40 feet
long, eight feet wide and three

feet deep. Precast columns
and beams also were used.
The School Street parking
deck, which is 253 feet by 170
feet and includes 214,000
square feet, includes 597
precast pieces.
Although parking for both
decks requires a special
decal, the University Street
deck is available for patrons
attending events at Braden
Auditorium.

A 50-year anniversary of
an officer training program
designed to educate 125,000
specially selected young men
during World War II is being
planned for the fall of 1993.
The Navy V-12 program
is believed to be the largest
education program ever undertaken in the United States.
Illinois State University was
one of 131 institutions of
higher education selected to
participate in this war effort.
In 1943, 291 U.S. Navy
seamen arrived on campus to
begin the University's association with the program.
j The men were housed in Fell
and Smith Halls.
1
The seamen were taught
numerous courses by
University faculty members.
The unit remained on
campus until June 1945.
During that time, 604 seamen
had participated in IS(N)U's
Navy V-12 program.
The reunion will be held
Nov. 4 - 7, 1993 at the Norfolk
(Va.) Waterside Marriott Hotel.
V-12ers attending the reunion
will have an opportunity to
actually see the latest additions to the U.S. Naval fleet,
both ships and aircraft.
Former V-12 participants
interested in obtaining more
information on the reunion
should contact Capt. Robert
Jones, Chairman, Navy V12 National Committee, 701
Pennsylvania Ave. , N.W.,
Suite 123, Washington, D.C.
20004-2608.

ISU Foundation Chicago Office marks 2nd anniversary
The Illinois State University Foundation Chicago Office,
located at One E. Wacker Dr.,
Suite 2970, marked its second
year anniversary in January.
Numerous university events,
receptions and meetings have
been held in the office during
the past two years.
Two activities especially
for alumni have included career
counseling by the Placement
Services Office for over 60
alumni and planning and
committee meetings by the
Chicago Alumni Chapter.

Academic departments
also have used the office for
cl assroom space. Four
Curriculum and Instruction
doctoral classes and two
Communication master's
classes were held there.
Faculty and staff have
used the office for committee
and board meetings, alumni
receptions and a variety of
university-related activities.
The Admissions and Records
Office has placed an admissions counselor permanently
in the office.

Regular use of the facility
will continue into 1992 with
the following services already
scheduled.
A representative from the
Placement Services Office will
be available from 11:30 a.m.
to 5 p.m. on Jan.24, Feb. 21,
March 20, April 24, May 6 and
June 19. Alumni may schedule
appointments with the representative to discuss one-onone career development,
resume writing, interviewing,
job searching and letter
writing.

Art Evans, the Chicagobased Admissions representative, will be available to assist
alumni aad pro s pective
students with graduate and
undergraduate admission to
the University. In addition, a
student intern is housed in
the office to answer questions
regarding Admissions, Financial
Aid and Residential Life.
Kenn Bach, director of
Parent Services, will hold
office hours on the second
Monday of each month from
11 a.m. to 4 p.m. to talk with

the parents of current and
prospective students . The
dates are Jan. 13, Feb. 10,
March 9, April 13, May 11
and June 8.
Alumni are welcome to
visit the office, take advantage
of the services provided and
use the facility for University
related business.
For further information
about the ISU Chicago
Foundation Office and its
services, contact Cindy
Pemberton at (312) 321-5770.
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WW II brings changes to IS(N)U
By Roger Cushman '62
Director, News Service

Viewed today from the
perspective of a half-century
of history, the warning signals
for America's entry into World
War II must have seemed clear
to the students who returned
to campus for the 1941-42
academic year at Illinois
State Normal University.
The first issue of the
student newspaper, The
Vidette, carried a foreboding
letter from Albert J. Woodard,
a former classmate who was
then a private in the U.S. Anny
Air Corps.
"I wish I could be with you
and all the others who are
beginning another term along
their life's road of education,"
he wrote. "Uncle Sam however
has different plans for me."
Three months later, Japan
staged a surprise attack on
Pearl Harbor in the Hawaiian
Islands on Sunday, Dec. 7, and
America was at war. By the
time that World War II ended
in 1945, Albert Jesse Woodard
and 74 other persons associated
with Illinois State were listed
as killed or missing in action.
World War II brought
many changes to the campus.
The most conspicuous difference was the scarcity of civilian
men , causing Gamma Phi
Circus to be suspended during
the war years.
"When Japan dropped a
couple of bombs on Pearl
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A national war symbol,
which appeared in the
1942 Index.
Harbor, and upset Uncle Sam's
agricultural, economic, and
political apple-cart, she not
only took 'Ed' out of education,
she took the men out of
Gamma Phi," a writer for
Index, the campus yearbook,
commented in the 1942

English: "By next September,
we will have lost more than
half the men. Undoubtedly
the age limit will be lowered
and it will pot be an unusual
sight to see but one boy iri a
class with 29 girls."
Ray Culbertson, sophomore, business education: "It
will cease to be a co-educational
institution; it will be more like
a seminary for women."
Bob Von Bergen, senior,
English: "It will make it nice
for the boys that don't have to
go to the army! I think that in
two years there won't be any
girls or boys here. I think the
girls are going to be in uniform
too, serving in the civilian
defense."
Peggy Bach (now Peggy
Bahnfleth), sophomore, upper
grades: "I think that everybody
will take it in their stride.
These are enough level-headed
people that see the necessity
in continuing with education."
Perhaps the most profound expression of anticipated loss from the war was
contributed to the Vidette by
a student, Jean Mitchell (now
Jean Crabtree), in her poem
"Lover's Lament - 1942." She
wrote:
We have found love, and
to what avail?
To have it torn relentlessly
from our grasp
And thrust into the
maelstrom of horror
Which men call war.

ISNU students participating in the Civilian Pilot
Training course in 1941 examined the tail assembly of
an airplane at the Bloomington airport.
edition.
the Vidette reported.
Enrollment plummeted
After the bombing of Pearl
, from 1,621 students during Harbor, the Vidette made an
the 1941-42 academic year to abrupt about-face in its editojust 779 civilians, including only rial stance. The Dec. 9 issue
56 men, during the 1943-44 carried an open letter to Presiacademic year. However, their dent Roosevelt on the editorial
numbers were augmented by page, recanting previous con291 U.S. Navy seamen who cerns about his leading the
came to ISNU in 1943 to inau- nation into "unnecessary war"
gurate a V-12 training program, and saying "all that is changed
bringing a great lift to campus now, and we are pretty much
morale.
ashamed of ourselves."
The editorial continued:
The campus had a different
mood about the war prior to "We pledge with all our sinDec. 7, 1941. Located far from cerity a full and complete
ocean shores, the Midwest support of the actions of the
seemed insulated by geography. United States, as ofyour adminA military draft was no more istration, in the swift complepopular at that time than it tion of the destruction of those
nations who have seen fit to
was in more recent times. A
Vidette editorial in September disturb the democracy of our
1941 asked, "Does Draft Exten- country."
A week later, the Vidette
sion Mean Future U.S. Dictatorship?"
published a sampling of faculty
The grim reality of war and student reactions to the
prepa rations hit the campus U.S. entry into war. The fola month later when the Vidette lowing were among the faculty
reported the death of 2nd Lt. comments:
1
Alfred Voss, a 1940 graduate.
John A. Kinneman,
Voss, a pilot, was killed in sociology: "These are not times
Michigan when his fighter
for great emotion and high
plane went into an uncontrol- excitement. While we shall
lable dive at 10,000 feet and
have to shorten our belts, we
his parachute was torn in his must not be satisfied until an
attempt to get clear of the all-out victory has been won
falling plane. "This was the for freedom and human dignity."
first casualty among all the
Helen Marshall, social
Normal students and gradu- science: "America at war! It
I Joe Cox at the controls of the Taylorcraft, as pictured
I ates since the recent national seems like some terrible dream, · in the 1942 Index.
defense program ~as started," unreal because it is so opposed

:.:.·
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to those moral and spiritual
values we educators have been
teaching. What a portent of
tragedy and heartache there
was in yesterday's declaration
of war. For the moment we
are stunned."
Richard Browne, social
science: "Let each one of us do
his duty. Let us not hamper by
word or deed, by thoughtless
criticism or selfish complaint,
the officials of our government
in their conduct of our affairs.
Let us place our confidence in
them and give our absolute
loyalty to their decisions ....
Let us conduct ourselves so
that it shall be said of
Americans, as of our British
allies, 'This was their finest
hour."'
Rachel Cooper, school
physician: "I feel this war will
be far reaching in time and
scope. I feel too pessimistic to
make any further statement."
And from students, in
response to the question of how
the war would affect ISNU,
came the following comments:
Phyllis Lathrop (now
Phyllis Liston), sophomore
in English: "I think it will
very definitely affect the
morale of the people here.
Everyone will be more edgy
and excitable. Also, the
fellows who are reaching the
age of21 may wonder just what
their life and anything else is
worth now."
Ralph Baird, sophomore,
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'41 grad still working in television
By Marc Lebovitz '72
Assistant News Director

Jeanette (Eymann) Barnes
'41 says she quit teaching
because she was "the worst
teacher in Illinois." But when
pressed, she admits that it
was student disciplinary problems in her art classes that
provided the incentive to not
r e turn from a California
vacation.
Barnes has been on a
47-year "vacation" in California, most ofit spent in the
radio and television indu stry
as a script supervisor for many
of the most famous entertainers in history. She started with
radio's "Amos and Andy," and
in November began work on
a new Fox network program
called "Stand By Your Man."
That comes on the heels of the
cancellation of"Amen," on which
she worked for two years.
In between, she worked
on variety shows and specials
with such stars as Bea Arthur,
Carol Chann.ing, Perry Como
("as relaxed to work with as
he seems on the screen"), Bill
Cosby, Bobby Darin ("had lot
of personal problems but never
let them interfere with the
show"), Doris Day, Rock
Hudson, Rich Little, Barbara
Mandrell ("hardest working
performer I've ever worked
with"), Frank Sinatra, Mary
Tyler Moore ("wanted every
part of her show to be the best
possible"), Dick Van Dyke and
many others.
Recently Barnes, who is

~""-?~

originally from Pontiac, Ill.,
took time out from redesigning brickwork in and around
her Van Nuys home's garden
to discuss her career.
"I was teaching English
and art in a small southern
Illinois town and it seemed
all the disciplinary problems
in the school were sent to my
art class. I decid.ed I was the
worst teach er in Illinois so I
went for a two-week vacation
to California and never came
back, except to visit. I answered
a blind a d in the paper and
got a job with the ad agency
that represented the 'Amos
and Andy' radio show. Shortly
after t hat, the script girl for
the 'Jack Benny Show' quit
and I got that job. I stayed with
Jack for 19 years, on radio and
television, until he left the air."
As script girl, Barnes sat
with the writers of Benny's
show as they wrote the script.
She typed it for a reading the
next day, when Benny joined
the writers to go over the show.
Barnes would keep track of
the changes they made and
provide the script used for
airing the show.
"In radio, since people were
reading the scripts on the air,
we could make changes up to
the last minute," she said. "In
television, especially when it
was all live, that wasn't possible because the performe rs
needed time to memorize their
lines. Today everything is on
tape. Although the actors,
even the young children, learn
their lines very quickly."

·
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Jeanette (Eymann) Barnes '41 has worked with many
entertainers through the years. Here, she worked on
lines .w!th Peter Lawfo,rd in his dressing room.
'

.
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From time to time, Barnes
was drafted into service on the
Benny television show, in bit
parts as a nurse or secretary
or manicurist. Once, only her
legs appeared when Mary
Livingston, Benny's wife, did
not feel up to climbing a set
of stairs 20 times. Barnes put
on Livingston's shoes and up
and down she went.
"I still get an occasional
residual check from my appearances on the show," she said,
"although they are now down
to about $3.50 per play!" The
Comedy Channel and Nostalgia
Channel broadcast the J ack
Benny Show these days.
As script supervi sor,
Barnes also times rehearsals
so producers, directors and
writers know how long the
material runs, and she keeps
track of script changes made
on th,e set. There are four
cameras running as the actors
tape each episode twice (one
in the afternoon and one in
the evening), and she keeps
a record of every inch of tape
so the show's editors can immediately find what they need.
Often the version that is broadcast is a splicing of afternoon
and evening tapings.
Since Benny's death in
1974, it has become public
knowledge that Benny was a
kind, generous and gentle man
and that his miserly persona
on radio and television was
only the character he played.
Barnes strongly agrees.
"He was just wonderful to
work for. No one who worked
for Jack was ever satisfied
working for someon e else,"
she said. "A lot of people in
this business don't really know
what they are doing, but it
doesn't stop them from doing
it. Jack Benn y really knew
comedy and really knew what
he was doing. But he also was
never afraid to take someone
else's advice. And he was sure
enough of himself that he
didn't always want the joke.
"There was one time we
finished a script and the
writers r ealized that J ack
didn't have a single joke in the
whole show. So they rewrote
one of Rochest er 's jokes for
Jack. When Jack read the script
later, he got to that joke and
'
r
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In addition to working on scripts for the 'Jack Benny
Show,' Jeanette (Eymann) Barnes '41 occasionally had
the chance to act on the show as well.
said it sounded more like a episodes. The entire cast and
joke for Rochester. So the crew spent two months in
writers explained how there
Europe, with plenty of time
wasn't another joke for him for sightseeing.
in the script. But Jack said,
When sh e is not super'If the show is funny, the next vising scripts, enjoying h er
morning people will say "wasn't two children and four grandJack Benny funny last night.'" children, or doing gardening
Jack knew what he was doing." or brickwork in her backyard,
Barnes said the Benny Barnes makes and sells J enny's
show was truly "one big happy Notebook Toter.
family." Only the cast of"Nine
"I designed it for myself
to Five" and "Amen" were and when people, in and out
similar, she said, in that cast of show business, see it they
members genuinely thought
ask me to make one for them,"
of the show first and egos she said. "It is a suitcasesecond.
weight nylon carrier that holds
After Jack Benny ended a three-ring notebook, zips
his weekly show, Barnes was shut, h as pockets inside and
hired on "Th e Smothers
outside to hold every imaginBrothers Show."
able item. It has a shoulder
"They certainly were inter- strap to help carry it around.
esting," she recalled. "The first
"They've been sold in
two years we had a strong London, Japan, Australia, and
producer team which k ept · around the U.S. I have 20
the brothers under control. going to Dallas in a few days,"
There is a way to make a point she said.
on television, to phrase things
Since producers and direca certain way. You can't just
tors continue to call Barnes
throw things in the audience's to work as script supervisor,
faces . When the brothers
she sees no reason to stop.
"I'm sure I'm the oldest
became the show's producers,
they went hog wild."
living script supervisor," she
Despite strong r atin gs, said. "But I really enjoy this
the Smothers Brothers' program work. No show is quite like any
was canceled after its t hird other, no day is exactly like
year, in 1969, reportedly for
the day before. Every show
the show's outspoken political brings new people, new chalviews, particularly regarding lenges, but sometimes the
the Vietnam war.
same old jokes! Since I don't
do many long series any more,
One highlight of her
career, she said, is the trip the I have time in between for
Benny Show made to London, everything else I like to do."
Paris, Venice and Rome to film
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Internship at Steppenwolf
offers unique opportunity
Orban, who is from
Lynwood, Ill. , receives a
stipend to be in residence with
Steppenwolffor the year. The
Steppenwolf Theatre acting internship was established four years ago by
Company in Chicago is a
regional Land of Oz to actors Steppenwolf out of gratitude
and respect for the ISU proin the Midwest. So when
Melissa Orban '91, was named gram and its theatre faculty.
the recipient of Steppenwolf's "It was natural to look to ISU
internship for 1991-92, Inter- theatre students as a source
state 55 became her Yellow of talent for Steppenwolf," said
Brick Road. It was a dream artistic director Randall Arney
MFA '80, "and it provides the
come true.
It is only natural that many students involved with a rare
students in the acting program and valuable educational
at Illinois State University opportunity."
According to fellow cast
dream about getting to spend
a year at Steppenwolf, the member Ron di Ree d '77, a
nationally known and critically Steppenwolf Company member
hailed acting ensemble founded who is an established actress
and director in Chicago, "the
primarily by ISU theatre
faculty
at Illinois State was
students 15 years ago. About
half it s current company extremely supportive and
always went to bat for us, both
attended ISU.
But before she was even at school and after we left.
fully in the swing of things, Steppenwolf wanted to give
something back to the school,
Melissa Orban was asked to
take over a role in Steppenwolfs and it is in the form of this
season-opener, the American internship.
"The interns work very
premiere of British playwright
hard
for us. They are given a
Rod Wooden's ''Your Home in
lot of responsibility and have
the West."
"I started the internship always maintained professionin mid-August," Orban said. al standards. ISU trains its
"I was doing office work and actors to have their feet on the
had pretty much become the ground, to be independent and
'Xerox queen.' There's not a lot make intelligent choices," she
going orr for actors until the said. "It wasn't difficult to adjust
to having Melissa step into the
first play."

By Marc Lebovitz '72
Assistant News Director

Alum involved in tv mini-series
Brad Look '83, originally from Mapleton, Ill., was the
makeup man behind the star of the three-part NBC miniseries, "A Woman Named Jackie," which aired in October.
Look, an associate of the cosmetics company Cinema
Secrets in Los Angeles, was the makeup artist for actress
Roma Downey, who portrayed Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis
in the mini-series. He also played a servant during one scene
in the program.
Only a decade ago, Look was roaming the halls of
Centennial East and the Center for the Visual Arts on campus.
In addition to art studies, he worked in playwriting, photography and experimental films. Following graduation, Look
earned a master's degree in makeup from the College Conservatory of Music in Cincinnati and a certificate from the
Dick Smith School of Professional Makeup.
Other credits to Look's name include the television productions "Guts and Glory," "Freddy's Nightm,ares," "Normal
Life," "Jack's Back," and "Married with Children." Look also
designs and applies artificial pieces that change the face
or body to alter a character's appearanc~. ,

role of Sharon. She was ready
when we needed her, and
everyone was happy to help her
out because she was so willing
to jump in."
ISU theatre faculty members select 10 to 12 students
each spring semester to audition for the Steppenwolfinternship. This year's auditions were
held at Steppenwolf's new
500-seat theatre at 1650 N.
Halsted. The next day Orban
learned from theatre chairman John Stefano that she
was the lone intern for
1991-92.
She auditioned for and
b ecame an understudy for
actresses Susan Cusack and
Shannon Cochran and,
although she quickly learned
her lines, did not have her
first understudy rehearsal
until early October, about the
time ''Your Home in the West"
opened. Within days she was
put 'on alert' because Cusack
was about to leave the play.
On Oct. 15, a Monday (a traditional day off in theatre),
Orban received THE call
from Arney.
"Randy was so kind and
honest about it. He told me
he was auditioning actresses
for Susie's role," Orban said.
"Understudies do not necessarily become permanent replacements, and it is almost unheard
of for an intern to become the
permanent replacement. He
assured me that it was nothing
personal. He said I'd go on in
a week, but only until a replacementwas found.
"I was completely up in
the air, and when I came in
Tuesday, Laura Glenn, the
stage manager, said 'Susie left.
You're on tonight.' I worked
the entire day with Randy,
Laura and the understudy
cast and they were great. The
understudy cast became like
brothers and sisters they were
so supportive and happy for
me. At 4 o'clock I got into my
costume for the "put in"
rehearsal. That's where we
go through all my scenes, so
I know exits and entrances.
Rondi, Estelle (Parsons) and
everyone else were so helpful.
They were all there for me.

As an intern at Chicago's SteppenwolfTheatre,
Melissa Orban '91 stepped into a leading role.
"Waiting to go on stage
think about that every day. I
before the first show, I told didn't realize how much I'd
Randy it was a dream come learned and how important it
true," Orban said. "He was is to me until after I left ISU
surprised and said he hoped
and started here.
"There are things Jean
it would be all I want it to be.
Even during the show, the
Scharfenberg and Cal Pritner
other actors would ask if I was and Patrick O'Gara said that
doing okay. Afterwards, Randy I may not have paid enough
attention to then, but I'm
gave me a big hug and said
'that's how you do it!'"
thinking about a lot now.
Two days later, Arney
You're taught you have to live
called Melissa to ask if she your character's life. Now
would finish the run, through those concepts and ideas are
a major part of what I try to
Nov. 10.
"I couldn't believe it," she do on stage.
said. "I said I definitely wanted
"I got really, really lucky.
to. I was so happy I could have To get the internship, to be
done cartwheels! It's amazing the understudy and to get the
to get a paycheck for doing role in the play, I've been
really lucky," she said. When
something you love to do."
she is not on stage, during the
Orban said she has continued to learn from other cast day Orban is a receptionist
members about preparation
in Steppenwolf's administraand being true to the character. tive offices. She hopes ·to get
Reed has won numerous acting into the Steppenwolf's spring
and directing awards in Chicago high school show, to underand has appeared on Broadstudy other plays and work
way. Parsons is a veteran film on crews for other shows.
When she first moved to
and Broadway actress and
director. She won an Academy Chicago, Orban was apprehenAward for "Bonnie and Clyde," sive and, in her pristine
soprano voice, singing the
her first film, and currently
portrays the mother of
blues. She lacked confidence
Roseanne Arnold and ISU in her acting skills, and was
alumna Laurie Metcalf on not entirely comfortable
television's "Roseanne."
living in Chicago, away from
"The education I got at the safety and warmth of
ISU was so helpful because of campus.
the work ethic the theatre
But getting the permanent
department instills in its acting role in ''Your Home in the West''
students/' ,Orban said. "That m,ade her c;hange 11,er, tune. to
was the best thing for me. I
"Chicago is my kind of town."
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Homecoming Highlights
~/
/~

ISU HOMECOMING 1991

Members of the ISU Black Colleagues Association met
at the Redbird Family Fair.

Volunteers at the Redbird Family Fair included
(left to right) Meda and Mark '75 Langenfeld and Pat
(Peffer) '57 and Lee Helphinstine.

Alumni from all across the United States returned to campus
the weekend of Oct. 25 to 27 to be a part of Homecoming '91
activities. Although Mother Nature decided to include rain
in the weekend's activities, the parade, Redbird Family Fair,
football game, Legends Classic basketball game and other
activities were enjoyed by those who attended.

Bill Small '39

Attending the Smith Hall reception Friday night were (left to right) Arlene
(Sabador) '62 and Dick Bruno '55, Art Adams '50, Herb Price and Jean (Carter) '50
Jay Alexander '87 and Geoff Walter '89 were at the
Health Sciences Alumni Organization reception
Friday evening in the Bone Student Center.

..
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Fans welcome Redbird basketball alumni to arena

They're back!
When the final buzzer _s ounded to end the game which
was held at Redbird Arena on Oct. 26, the score r eally didn't
matter. The winners may not even remember that they won
the game; and the losers probably didn't care.
But both the winners and the losers from that game will long
remember many details from the entire weekend which
surrounded the game - the first ISU Legends Classic men's
basketball game.
Over 75 former Redbird basketball players, student managers
and coaches participated. The players ranged in eras from
the 1936 team to the 1991 team. In addition to the game, the
participants rode in the Homecoming parade and attended
several special social functions held in their honor.
Although not all former players played in the game, everyone was introduced and received a warm welcome by the
nearly 3,500 fans attending the game. Three-time AllAmerican Doug Collins, who served as the spokesperson
for the event, was given a standing ovation when he stepped
to center court to thank the fans for their support.
The players, who returned to their Alma Mater from all
across the United States, appreciated the invitation to return to
campus and to share a weekend with other former
hoopsters. Teammates were able to once again share that
special comrade of being on the court together once again. All
enjoyed the opportunity to meet, many for the first time, those
who with them make up the legends of Redbird basketball.
The future of this inaugural event is still uncertain.
Although it most likely will not become an annual event, the
Legends Classic probably will be held every three or four
years.
Proceeds from the event will be used to fund scholarships
for the Athletic Department and agriculture students. The
ISU Agriculture Alumni Association and the Athletic Department
sponsored the evening, which also included scrimmages by
the current Redbird men's and women's basketball teams.
Dave Fowler '78, Ottawa, Ill., was chair of the Legends Classic
Committee.

Rex Parker '59 (left), Gene Jontry '58, Roger Weller '59 and David Schertz '59

Former Redbird basketball coach Jim Collie

Larry Nord '71 (with ball)
Randy Blair '90 (left) and Rickie Johnson '86

Doug Collins '73

...
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5 O year reunion planned;
many addresses needed

...

-

Members of the class of
1942 are invited to return to
campus to celebrate their
50th anniversary since
graduation. Class members
will receive, via first class
mail , a complete schedule
and reservation information
in early March.
A block of rooms has been
reserved at the Bloomington/
Normal Holiday Inn North for
class members. Reservations
can be made by calling the
hotel or using the reservation
form which will be mailed with
the Half Century Reunion
information.
The weekend's activities
will start with a fellowship
reception on Friday evening.
Class m embers and their
spouses or guests are invited
to get reacquainted with
fellow alumni and spend time
catching up on the last 50
years. Saturday will include
a breakfast and class meeting.
A class picture will be taken
and the class will have the
opportunity to tour the campus
and Bloomington/Normal
community. Lunch will be
served on the Quad and a
dinner program in 't he Bone
Student Certter will conclude
the scheduled reunion activities.
The Alumni Services
Office is attempting to locate
alumni who are missing from
its address list. Class members
and other alumni are asked
to send in addresses for anyone listed below:
Vivian (Taylor) Askins, Sr.
M. Baber, Margaret (Bach)
Bahnfleth, Helen (Bayless)
Baird, Edith (Davenport)
Barnhart, Marie Baumer,
Wanja (Jonsson) Birkey,
Blanche (Day) Bishop, Rex
Brickey, Elaine (Howmiller)
Buffington.

Edith (Clouse) Carlson,
Elta (Walters ) Cochran,
Dorothy (Johnson) Colaw, Sr
Maurita Colgan, Mavis
(Mitchell) Connors, Edna
(Bachman) Currier, Evelyn
(Schirer) Dunlap, Lucille
Entsminger, John Fleming,
Patricia (Bagby) Folta, Jucille
(Stewart) Foster.
Nina Geng, lnez Gengler,
Alma Gilmour, Shirley
(Isaacson) Hall, Elizabeth
(Martin) Harris, Lois
(Lawrence) Heck, Edna
(NaseeD Henson, Beulah
(Terven) Hertha, Beatrice
Hopwood, Robert Hurdle,
Pauline Hurt, Mabel (White)
Kemp.
Lassie (McCafferty)
Kirchoff, Rosemary (Holm)
Kochrar, Robert Krabel,
Roberta (Keag) Kruse, Ilah
Lewis, Sr. Ethelina Mackowiak,
Mary (Dement) Martin, Ann
McLean, Betty (C ordes)
Meismer, Beryl (Wachter)
Mudget.
Blanche (Coughenour)
Munsterman, Sr. Mary Mye,
Rosemary Nauman, Kathryn
O'Mallie, Jacqualen (Crist)
Oliphant, Wmnie (Williamson)
Palmer, Frances Rice, Darlene
(Amacher) Ritter, John Roberts,
Phyllis (Swenson) Rugh.
Maryjane (Kueffner)
Schade, Eli Sepotansky, M.
Slechta, M. Spangler, Roene
Stanley, Gladys Stich, Almeda
Stickel, Mary (Paulen) Tomkins,
Dorothy (Coady) Trantina,
Ruth (Compton) Trigg, Mary
(Dennis) Wagner, Marcia
(Borgelt) Walker.
Margaret (Vacheront)
Walker, Virginia (Woods)
Weichert, Gilbert Wilkinson,
Doris Williams, Isabelle
(Thomson) Wilson, Edith
(Baker) Workman and Eve
(Phleger) Wright.

Class of 1942
Your name
Your address
City

State

Zip

The address of this class member:
Name
Address
City

State

Zip

The Official
Illinois State
University
Watch
A Seiko Quartz timepiece.
Featuring a richly detailed
three-dimensional
re-creation of the
University Seal,
finished in 14 kt. gold.
Electronic quartz movement
guaranteed accurate to
within fifteen seconds
per month.
The le~ther strap w:nst. watches are ~200 each, and the pocket watch with matching chain is $245.
There 1s a $7 .50 sh1ppmg and handlmg fee for each watch ordered. On shipments to Pennsylvania,
a~d ~% state sales tax. A co~venient i~terest-free payment plan is available through the
d1str1~utor, Wayneco Ente~nses, Inc. with five equal monthly payments per watch (shipping,
handlmg and full Pennsylvama sales tax, if applicable, is added to the first payment).

To order by American Express, MasterCard, or Visa, please call toll-free 1-800-523-0124. All
callers sho~ld request Operator C24JR. C~lls are accepted weekdays from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. and
we~ken<;fs from 9 _a.m. to_ 5 _p.m. (Eastern time). To order by mail, write to: Illinois State
Umvers1ty Alumm Association, c/o P.O. Box 670, Exton, PA 19341-0670 and include check or
money order, made payable to "Official Illinois State University Watch". Credit card orders can
also be sent by mail -please include full account number and expiration date. Allow 4 to 6 weeks
for delivery.
Actual diarnete~ of watches: pocket 1-1/2", men's 1-3/8", ladies· 15/16".

© db 1991

Enrollment plan brings results in fall
President Thomas Wallace's our institution and to the universities received less tax
bold strategy for reducing quality and attractiveness of money this year than last year,
Illinois State University's our graduate programs," he general revenue support for
enrollment while securing a said,addingthatmorestudents ISU has increased by $1.5
greater share of state tax are electing to enter graduate million or 2.6 percent.
In summary, the enrollsupport is right on schedule. schools nationally because of
ISU announced in
economic circumstances.
ment data show the following
September that its on-campus
The heart ofISU's enroll- comparisons:
enrollment for the fall semester ment strategy is President
Total on-campus enrollwas 21,768 students, a reduc- Wallace's five-year plan to ment- 21,768 compared to
tion of 287 students since last improve the campus environ- · 22,055 last fall, a reduction
year and within 1 percent of ment by reducing the size of of 1.3 percent or 287 students.
the projected target.
the student body while securing
Undergraduate enrollMore significantly, the improved state funding. He
ment - 19,098 compared to
undergraduate enrollment was plans to cut enrollment by 19,651 last fall, a reduction
down by 553 students without 3,000 undergraduate students of 2.81 percent or 553
compromising Illinois State's from last year's on-campus
students.
commitment to diversity and total of19,651 undergraduates.
Beginning freshman
the enhancement of graduate
The key to success in this enrollment - 3,035 compared
programs. New minority enroll- strategy was an agreement to 3,260 last fall, a reduction
ment increased by 10.67 percent with the Illinois Board of of6.9 percent or 225 students.
New transfer student
while graduate enrollment was Higher Education that the
up by 11 percent.
state would match each dollar enrollment _:_ 2,054 compared
The gain in master's and oflost tuition with a dollar of to 2,155 last fall, a reduction
doctoral degree students was tax support. Wallace noted of 4.69 percei:;it or 101 students.
not projected but is a positive that the pledge was kept, "even
Graduate enrollment sign, Vice President and
in such difficult financial times 2,670 compared to 2,404 last
Provost David Strand said. as the state is currently fall, an increase of 11 percent
"The increase is a credit to . facip.g_.''. Wh!l..e _:rp._o_st_st~j;E} __ _Qr_i(;i6 ~tl!<!e.nt~--. _... __ . _,
1
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/SU site of training center
In 1990, a new system of
advanced computer equipment
was installed at ISU for use
in the Industrial Technology
Department. Just one year
l ater, the University has
become an authorized training
center for software specific for
computer-aided drawing (CAD)
on the equipment.
The software, AutoCAD,
is used by designers, including
architects, engineers and
drafters to create and view
three-dimensional designs on
a computer. Designers are able
to manipulate their drawings
in ways that are not possible
when using traditional
drafting boards, T-squares
and paper. Computer aided
drawing allows its users to
manipulate shapes, sizes and
colors and to see each side and
angle of the design.
Authorization of the CAD
training center by Autodesk,
Inc., for their AutoCAD software has opened up the use
of the equipment and ISU
faculty trained in its use to
individuals outside the University community. In addition
to the numerous students who
work on the equipment on a
daily basis , local business
people have taken advantage
of both introductory and
advanced training sessions.
Participants have come from
outside the BloomingtonNormal area, including Decatur
and Peoria.
Through the College of
Continuing Education and
Public Service, the College of
Applied Science and Technology and the Industrial Technology Department, hands-on
courses have been offered. In
addition to giving participants
an opportunity to work with

the equipment, the courses
emphasize the importance of
AutoCAD to the business
community.
Ryan Brown, assistant
professor of Industrial Technology, is faculty coordinator
for the program. "The lab is
one sub program of a major
thrust in the University's goal
of reaching business and industry more than we have in the
past," he said.
The courses are taught in
a computer lab in Turner Hall
on both Macintosh and DOSbased equipment. Because of
the level of difficulty and the
number of computers available, the size of each class is
restricted to 10 participants
on each type of equipment.
ISU's training center is
the sixth in the Illinois and
one of over 400 throughout the
world. Since 1985, more than
55,000 people have been
trained at authorized training
centers in North America.
According to Dennis
Williams, design engineer and
DAC manager for ACME Cash
Value in Decatur, the trainipg
center at ISU offers a valuable
service to the community by
providing area business people
training vital for industry
today. Knowledge of CAD is
virtually mandatory for many
professions, including engineering, contractors and
layout planning.
Williams took an advanced
AutoCAD course at ISU when
the program was first begun
and believes that the training
center is beneficial.
"Although you can get
AutoCAD training at several
locations," he said, "ISU's
training center offers quality
curriculum and instruction."

Open house scheduled
An open house of the Computer-aided drawing
training center will be held from 7 to 9 p.m. on Jan. '3 0
in Turner Hall, room 206. Dr. Ryan Brown, assistant
professor of Industrial Technology and faculty coordinator for the CAD training center, will answer
questions and demonstrate the software and hardware
available in the center.
For further informati~n about the CAD training
center or the AutoCAD courses available, contact
Brown at(309) 438-3661. To receive a br~hure on the
courses, contact the Professional Development Office
of the College of ,Continuing Education and Public
Service at (309) 438-2160.
, •)" l
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Ryan Brown, a faculty member in the Industrial Technology Department, also
serves as the coordinator of the computer-aided design training site.
Charles Crabtree, admin- of AutoCAD courses in 1992, and companion programs
istrator of computer opera- including an introductory continue to change and as
tions at Country Companies course for those with little or technology makes available
in Normal, also took an Auto- no CAD experience, an inter- more efficient methods of
CAD course at ISU. "The
mediatecoursefocusedonmod- graphic production, training
training center at ISU offers ifying the software to meet center officials will undoubtan exceptionally well-construct- particular needs, and a begin- edly modify the current cured program that is extremely ning course on enhancing and riculum to remain competiimportant for someone who automating the software tive with the needs of the
purchases AutoCAD."
through programming routines. business community.
In addition, ISU offers a
At present, however, ISU's
According to Crabtree, the
training he received at ISU special interest course each
CAD training center offers
made using AutoCAD, "1000 semester focusing on current one of the most modern and
percent easier."
needs in industry.
effective facilities in the
ISU will offer three levels
In the future, as AutoCAD state.

/SU leads in Math PhDs for women
Illinois State University
is the national leader in the
percentage of women receiving doctoral degrees in mathematics for the academic years
of 1980-81 through 1989-90,
according to statistics that
were published in the fall by
the American Math ematical
Society.
Illinois State awarded 11
doctorates in mathematics
during that decade, with
women receiving six of the
degrees for a percentage of 54.5.
The University of Oklahoma
ranked second in percentage
at 41.7 by awarding five of
its 12 mathematics doctor-

ates to women.
The news was not so good
for women at the institutions
that are the largest producers
of doctorates, however.
Massachussetts Institute
ofTechnology and the University
of California-Berkeley both
fall below the 16 percent
average during that period.
Women received 32 of the
209 mathematics doctorates
(15.2 percent) at MIT and
they earned 30 of 295 degrees
(10.2 percent) at UC-Berkeley.
The University of Illinois
(Urbana) tied for seventh
among the leading producers
of women doctorates with 15,
but the U of I awarded 90

doctorates to men during that
time, so only 14.3 percent of
the degrees went to women.
"Despite the feminist
movement, the percentage
that women make up of the
new crop of Ph.D.s in mathematics each year has hovered
around the 20 percent mark
for around 10 years," according
to Allyn Jackson, the author
of the article appearing in
Notices of the American
Mathematical Society. Whatever the reason, the author
says that it is clear that
''women find the social environment of mathematics and
science to be something less
than welcoming."
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Class of '52 friends reunite

Men's basketball team looking for success
Coming off a 5-23 season, the men's basketball team is hungry for success. As t he 94th
season of Redbird basketball unfolded, the 'Birds had to replace just two seniors, with 95
percent of the scoring and 96 percent of the rebounding returning.
Last season's MVC Newcomer of the Year, senior Reggie Wilson, headlines the cast of
returnees. Junior Richard Thomas returns at point guard with a quartet of others to add
versatility. Forward Scott Fowler returns for his senior year after sitting out last season
with an injury, and sophomore teammates Scott Taylor, Mike VandeGarde and Charles
Barnes will contribute as well. Head coach Bob Bender views his recruiting class as one
that is complete and multi-talented.

Track teams to host indoor championships

-

With the new Mondo indoor track in place at Horton Field House, the men's and women's
track and field teams will host the Indoor Track and Field Championships for both the
Missouri Valley and Gateway Conferences Feb. 28-29.
Junior Tiffiani Archey returns to defend her high jump title title from last year's Indoor
Gateway Championships. In addition to her Gateway title, Archey was an NCAA provi-

Four members of the IS(N)U class of 1952 met this
summer for a reunion in Hendersonville, N.C. Helen
(Thompson) Harraden (left), Dorothy (Conroy)
Kostro, Virginia (Antonacci) Stone, and Mary (Mayur)
Berowski. All four are retired from teaching. Combined,
they taught for a total of over 100 years.

December commencement held
Thanks to the efforts of · exiting the stage, they
the ISU Alumni Association, received a key chain gift
students finishing course work from a member of the
in December will no longer Alumni Association.
have to wait until May to
The bronze key chains
ISU high jumper Tiffi,ani
participate in a commencef.
Archey hopes to defend
ment ceremony.
her high jump title at the
Last year the University
Gateway Championships,
administration approved a
to be held at ISU.
recommendation by the ISU
sional qualifier. Also returning to lend the Lady Redbirds a hand in defending their Gateway Alumni Association Board of
title is junior Angela Hayes, last year's 200 meter champion.
Directors that a December
The men's track and field team hopes to avenge last year's second place MVC finish at
commencement ceremony be
Southern Illinois University, to SIU, at home this season with senior Mike Straza, the 5,000
held.
and 10,000 meter champion, leading the way. Straza was named the Outstanding Athlete
The first December cerof the Meet last year.
emon y was held on Friday,
Dec. 13 at 8 in the Redbird
Swimming and diving teams hope for 10th consecutive title
Arena. Over 900 students
Finishing second in the Gateway and winning its ninth consecutive Midwest Indewere expected to participate
pendent crown, the Redbirds will need big things from returnees and immediate contriin
the ceremony. This was
butions from the newcomers in order to offset the loss of eight swimmers from last year.
the
first December commenceJunior Jenni Chapman headlines the list of returnees. She was the first Redbird swimment
in the history ofISU.
mer to qualify for USS Senior Nationals and set school records in the 200 Fly, 100 Back, 200
Undergraduate
and gradIM and 400 IM last season.
uate students who finished
Lady Redbirds youth key to success
their course work in December
With no seniors and just two returning starters, youth is the key element for the Lady \ and graduate students who
Redbirds basketball team this season. Beyond all-conference junior guard Tami Baalke and
finished in August were given 1 with the ISU seal we;e gifts
6-foot-4 junior center Caryn Brune, there is little experience. In the young season, head coach
the opportunity to participate of the ISU AlumniAssoci1 ation and the ISU Foundation.
Jill Hutchison is starting three freshman for the first time ever.
in the ceremony.
The key chains include a
Two Redbirds named to All-Decade Gateway Honorees list
The December commencespecial
identification number
Julia (Mueller) Paska, an academic advisor _for the athletic department, has been named 1 m ent exercise was a single
which,
when
registered with
) ceremony, unlike the May
to the Gateway Volleyball All-Decade Honorees list. Paska played for the 1981-84 Redbird
the
Alumni
Services
Office,
ceremonies in w hich all
volleyball teams and was a three-time all-Gateway first-team pick.
provides
for
the
return
Wendy VanMierlo Little was named to the women's cross country All-Decade Honorees \ colleges and the graduate
of lost keys. A message is
school h_old se parate
list. VanMierlo Little was a seven-time Gateway individual champion in track and finished
included on the key chains to
ceremonies .
sixth in the NCAA Championships in 1982, to gain All-American status.
them in a mail box, with
I As the graduating students drop
Hollembeak named Female Athlete of the Year
postage
guaranteed by the
walked across stage they were
Described as a perfectionist by her coach, gymnast Jill Hollembeak,' was named the
Alumni
Services Office. If
given t h eir diploma covers
top female athlete at ISU for 1990-91. As a gymnast, Hollembeak strived for a perfect 10.
properly
registered , the
with a certificate from the
Off the mat Jill received a student's perfect 10, receiving a 4.0 her last four semesters.
keys
will
be
returned .
1
.I Alumni Association. When

I
I

1

I
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Among Alumni
'23

'47

'55

Bertha (Hill) Cooley,
Knm..'Ville, Tenn., received the
Chancellor's Citation for
Extraordinary Services to
the University of Tennessee,
where s he is an English
instructor. She also is a member of t he National League
of American Pen Women.

James Zimmerman,
Clinton, Iowa , has retired
after 42 years in education.
Jeanne Bartelt, Citrus
Heights, Calif., recently
returned to Illinois for a
high school class reunion
and to see the ISU campus.
On her return she visited
former ISNU friends at
Alburquerque, N.M.

James Zimmerman,
Angola, Ind. , professor of
arts and sciences at TriState
University, recently was
appointed by the Indiana
Organization of Historians
to the History Education
Committee.

'26
Roselma Messman
BS'28 lives in Twin Falls,
Idaho.

'50

'57

'35
Lela nd Clover, has
retired. He and his wife ,
Beverly, res ide in Yucaipa, ,
Calif.

'36

Fairfield

Budd Fairfield MS '52,
Bloomington, Ill., has retired
from State Farm Park after
serving as Gate Security for
25 summ ers. In 1985 he
retired from 40 years in education. He will continue as
a court bailiff officer.

Jo (Hughes) Spangler
a nd husband, Dick '36 ,
Oglesby, Ill.; Marjorie
(Dunnington) Holman '58,
MS '66 and husband, William,
Pekin, Ill.; Alice (Otto)
Groth '59 and husband,
Fred, Streator, Ill. , and
Margaret (Coughlin)
Savidge '38, MS '60 and
husband Ralph of
Bloomington, Ill., had a
pleasant Fell Hall reunion
at Starved Rock Park in
September.

Marvin Kleinau MS '60,
Murphysboro, Ill., retired as
associate professor at
Southern Illinois University
at Carbondale.

'39

'54

'52

Van Huss

Curl

....

WayneVanHuss,a
retiree from Michigan State
University, is currently serving as a consultant to the
Kellogg Foundation program
on Worksite Wellness. He
recently received the
Hetherington Award from
the American Academy of
Physical Education. He and
his wife, Billie, are the
parents of five daughters
and currently reside in East
Lansing, Mich.

Kathleen (Eich) Wilhelmi
and husband Vincent'58,
MS '59 , E l gin, Ill. , have
retired from teaching.

Jerry Curl, Springfield,
Ill. , is a director of Admissions and Record s at
Sangamon State University.
He i s planning to retire
June 30, 1992.
Carol (Kelson) Gafney,
Overland Park, Kan., took
early medical r.etirement in
1986 from the Sh a wneeMission School District. She
has two chi)Jiren and two
granddaughters.

Leslie Hellemann MS '65
i s the regional superintendent of schools for
McHenry County ( Ill. )
in Woodstock, Ill.

'60
Charles Pirtle ,
Indianapoli s, Ind., has
retired from teaching school
after 31 years. He is teaching driver education at a
private driving school.

'61
Gary Planck is a
partner/attorney with Kane,
Williams, Singer, Fraxedas
& Planck, P.A., Orlando, Fla.
He has been appointed to
the Board of Trustees of
Lincoln Memorial Univers ity, Harrogate, Tenn. He
and his wife, Carolyn, reside
at Winter Park, Fla.
Art Yonke MS '64, Rock
Island, Ill., recently won the
Illinois State Twelve Gauge
Skeet Shooting Champions hip. He is a professor in
the College of Education at
Western Illinois University.
Gayle Capper, South Gate,
Calif., has r etired after 30
years of teaching.
Jim Tilton, professor of
animal and range sciences
at North Dakota State University, Fargo , N.D., has
been named the 1991 Distinguished Professor by the
Fargo Chamber of Commerce.
Thomas Denny MS '63,
Riverton, Ill. , retired as
director of state relations for
the Office of the Chancellor
at Southern Illinois University at Carbondale.

'62

'68

Ed McCullough MS'66 is
one of the Midwest's premier
metal sculptors. He and his
wife, Gale, reside in Cissna
Park, Ill.

James Knecht, Normal, ill.,
Justice of the Illinois Ap'pellate Court, was selected to
attend a two week seminar
for appellate judges. The seminar is lim.ited to 25 judges
yearly from across the United
States. Justice Knecht recent1y served on the Illinois
State Bar Association 's
spec ial committee on
cameras in the courts.

'63
Bruce Otto, Minier, Ill.,
has left work at the First
Farmers State Bank to go
into business for himself.

'65
Sarah Good, Nenana,
Alaska is a supervising
teacher for Yukon Koyukuk
School District. She was
reelected treasurer of the
board of directors for the
Alaska Council for the Social
Studies.
Lee Davis MS '69, York,
Penn.,
recently had a book
1
published by the National
Association of Watch &
Clock Collectors on the
Greek Revival influence on
American clock case design.
David Suddick,
Bourbonnais, Ill., professor
of education at Governors
State University received a
Faculty Excellence Award
for 1991.

'67

...

'69
Joanne Adams-Niehay,
Decatur, Ill., placed third in
the 45-49 Illinois ladies division of this year's Boston
Marathon.
Alan Pickens is sales
coordinator for Agri-King,
Inc., Fulton, Ill. His wife,
Vicky (Snyder) is assistant
to the librarian at Mount St.
Clare College, Clinton, Iowa.
They have two children.
Lynn (Grethey) Parry,
Roscoe, Ill., is an information resource management
training manager for
Sundstrand Corp. , Rockford,
Ill.
Teri (Wanke) Neff and
husband David reside in
Rochester, Ill. Teri is
employed by School District
186, Springfield, Ill., and
David is bureau chief for
State of Illinois Mental
Health. Teri was named
Rochester Citizen of the
Year.

Sid Messamore ,
Bloomington, Ill., has been
named executive director of
member service projects for
Growmark, Inc.
Tom Frederick and wife,
Kathy (Ebel), recently
relocated to Ames, Iowa
where Tom is vice president of
Shooting Sports for Boyt
Lamont
Luggage.
Georgianna (Matousek)
Stegall, St. Charles, Ill.,
opened her second "Allegre"
center.
Tom Lamont, was elected
Jim Woolley, New York,
last
November to the Board
N .Y. is employed by Iron
of
Trustees
of the University
Mountain Productions as a
of
Illinois.
He and his wife,
stage manager.
Bridget
,
reside in
Thyra (Middlesworth)
Springfield,
Ill., where he is
Russell has been appointed
a
partner
in
the Chicago law
order librarian at Southern
firm
of
Gordon
& Glickson,
Illinois University's Morris
P.C.
Library at Carbondale. She
Karen (Andrews) Dietz
and her husband, Herbert,
and
husband reside in
live at Makanda, Ill., and
Kempton,
Ill., with their
have one daughter.
three children. She teaches
secondary special education
at Herscher, Ill.

Cont. on pg. 16
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Cont. from pg. 15
Dick Templeton,
Brookhaven, Pa., taught
English in Japan and traveled Asia and Europe before
returning to the United
States to be a police officer.

'70
Curtis

Ron Curtis and Dorothy
(Smith) '71 reside in Sciota,
Ill. Ron is a managing operator for Pineview Farm and
a farmland realtor for
Coldwell Banker. Dorothy is
an academic adviser for
College of Applied Sciences
at Western Illinois University and is also a realtor for
Coldwell Banker.
Dora Anderson ,
Springfield, Ill., is retired
from teaching.
Irving Zucker, Chicago,
Ill. , is site principal an arts
education program for high
school students. He teaches
at Wells Community
Academy.
James Ross ha s been
appointed president of
Mount St. Clare College,
Clinton, Iowa. He and his
wife, Lynn , have three
children.
John Eitenmiller MA
'71 completed his EdD in
adult education at the
University of Arkansas in
Fayetteville. He is chair of
the Education
Department at Mount
Senar i o Colleg e in
Ladysmith, Wis.

~

Rebecca Fox, Allerton,
Ill., teaches sixth grade at
North Ridge Middle School
in Danville.
Jack Schroeder, Normal,
Ill., has been honored by the
Life Office Management
Association for 10 years of
service. He is a senior internal a uditor of Country Life
Insurance Co.
Sister Hilary Decker,
Canyon, Texas, is th e director of the Catholic Student
Center for the Diocese of
Amarillo. She received a MA
in technology from
LaSalle University.
Maril e e (Schultz)
Nieh off MS '73, PhD '76,
Arlington, Texas, is a self! employed consultant. She
was invited to participate in
a German Unification Seminar,
Berlin and has taught and
done consulting in Silesia
and Warsaw.
Karen (West) Fox, Elgin,
Ill., is a resource developer
for Community Crisis Center
and a writer of adult education books. She and h er
husband, Dan, have two sons.
Christine (Dvorak)
Accetturo, Carmel, Ind., is
an adjunct reading instructor at Butler University. Her
husband, John, is a chief of
appropriations accountanting
for U.S. Customs Service
Fianance Center and was
named manager of the year
for 1991.

Winters

'71
Ruiz

Gilbert Ruiz, McHenry,.
Ill., was appointed by Illinois Gov. Jim Edgar director
of the Department of Financial Insitutions.
I I
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He and his wife, Susan and
family reside in Normal.

'72

I

Patrick Winters, Chicago,
Ill. , has been named executive vice president of the
National Real Estate Brokerage Management Council.
Daniel Luksa, Joliet, Ill.,
is director of transportation
with the Naperville (Ill.)
School District 203.
William Winn (MS) is the
Junior/Senior high school
princi pal for Ridgeview
School, Colfax , Ill.

'74
Krogman

Judy Krogman, De s
Plaines, Ill. , is a casualty
claim supervisor for Chubb
& Son. She receive d t he
Academic Excellence in the
Associate Risk Managment
program award.
Mary Ann WellbankSmietanka, Clancy, Mont.,
is an administrator for th e
Child Support Enforcement
Division of the st ate Deparment of Social and Rehabilitation Services. Her
husband, Paul '73 is an
attorney. They have two
children.

'73
Victor Ryb e rg ,
Bloomington, Ill. , has been
n a med chairman of t h e
Home Sweet Home Mission
Advisory Council.
Mike Hines, Galesburg,
Ill. , is an insurance producer
for Grant Bullis Agency, an
IHSA basketball official and
worked for ABC sports at
the last two U.S. Open Golf
Tournaments. He and his
wife , Debra, hav e two
daughters.
Steve McCallen and
Marti (Hawes) '76, Eureka,
Ill. , had t win boys in June
and have four other children.
Steve farms and Marti is a
foreign language publication
coordinator for Caterpillar,
Inc., East Peoria, Ill.
Kevin Livingston and
his wife, Marie , li ve in
Bloomington, Ill., with their
three children. Kevin is a
sergeant for the Bloomington
Police Department.

Van West

William Van West MS '84
has been named chief industrial engineer for The Eureka
Company, Bloomington, Ill.
\.

J
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Kim (Chatterton) Weese
is a primary cross-categorical spec i a l education
instructor for Aledo (Ill. )
' School District #201. Kim
and her husband, Jack, have
four children.
I
Jim Howie r ecentl y
received his MBA from
Indiana University and was
p romote d to manager of
Glob a l Distribution for
Biomet, Inc. , Warsaw, Ind.
Jim and his wife, Debbie,
h ave one daughter.
I Linda (Nystrom) Swanson
and husband, Glen, live in I
I Streamwood, Ill. Linda is a
developmental first grade
t eacher at Dundee School
District #300.
Stan Paxton and hi s
family are in Norway where
Stan is working with EssonNorway exploring the North
1
Sea for oil.
John Botkin, Freeport, Ill.,
1
has been awarded the pro- +
fe ss ion a l in s uranc e
de s i g nation Char ter e d
P r operty Casualty Underwriter. He is a regiona l
manager with Badger
Mutual Insurance Company.
H e and hi s wife, Lauren
(Andersen) , hav e four
children.
Mike Hartnett (MS) ,
East Peoria, Ill. , has been
named editor & publisher of
Craftrends Sewbu siness
magazine.

'75
Angela Roop-Lawler MS
'83, Bloomington, Ill ., is a
junior high math teacher in
Rantoul. She and her husband, Gregory '76 , had
their first child in July.
Gregory i s a fin a ncial
analyst for Growmark, Inc.
J oAnna (Stephens)
Mink (MS) DA '85, Mankato,
Minn., is an assistant
professor of English at
Mankato State University.
Janet (Doubler) Ward DA
'87 and JoAnna have coedited a collection of essays
and are working on two addito n al coll ections. Janet
teaches at Illinois Central
College, East Peoria, Ill.
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Julie Stoerger MS '80,
West Chicago, Ill. , is assistant athletic director at
Glenbard North Hi g h
School, Car ol Stream, Ill.

'76

J ered Hooker a nd his
wife Jane reside in Clinton,
Ill. He is an a dministrator
of horse racing for Illinois
Department of Agriculture
and earned his PhD from
the University of Illinois in
athletic administration.
Rance Carpenter was
promoted chief of the
Bureau of Field Operations
of the Illinois Department
on Agin g. He and his wife ,
Ellen, reside at Springfield
and have one child.
Christine Nilsen received
h er master's in counseling
at California State Univers ity Los Angeles. She
resides with her husband in
Lon g Beach an d is a
co un selor/ asse s sment
s pecialist at Los Angeles
Unified S.D.
Don Meyer received the
outstanding service to agriculture award from t h e
Bloomington-Normal (Ill. )
Ag Club/McLean County
Chamber of Commerce. He
and his wife, Debbie, reside
in Normal, Ill., with their
daughter.
Christine (Sprinkle)
Sullivan, Bloomington, Ill. ,
is the Wellness coordinator
with BroMenn Healthca re.
Lynn (Zipfel) Venhaus
is a journalism instructor at
Kaskaskia College, Centralia,
Ill. She is the student advisor for the student newspaper and teaches speech
communicaton. She has two
sons.

'77
Deborah (Kotrba) Noncz
is an analyst at Elect roMotive Div., LaGrange, Ill.
She and her husband reside
at Berwyn , Ill.
Sarah (Pragman)
Pinion is an ele mentary
principal for Knoxville (Iowa)
schoo l s. S h e and her
husband , Dan, li ve in
Knoxville.
Bill O'Neal, Bloomington,
Ill. , is the principal of
Bloomington (Ill. ) High
School. H e and his wife
have three children.
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Michae l Kean e was promoted to director of pensions
and ins u r a n ce at Litton's
Corpora t e Headquarter s in
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Willie Hooker (EDD) ,
New Orleans, La., was named
head of Dillar d University's
art d e p a rtment. He has
completed a painting for Bill
and Camille Cosby which
will be displayed on the set
of "The Cosby Show."

Grant

Cynthi a Grant MS '79,
West Chicago, Ill., communication consultant, has
joined Riggs & Green Style
Associates, Glen Ellyn.

'78
Cindy (Laymon) Meiners
has been named vice president of operations for Decade
200 Mortgage Services. She
and her husband and sons
live in Bloomington, Ill.
Robert Henthorne and
Margaret (Skinner) reside
in Manton, Mich. Robert is
the superintendent of the
Manton Consolidated
Schools.
Br.ett Arsenedult and
wife , Karen, reside in
Bloomington, Ill. Brett is a
loan review officer at The
Peopl e s Bank. He is a
board member for Center for
Human Services, active in
Habitat for Humanity and
the vice chairman for Twin
City Fest '92.
Catherine (Borys) Swan
and husband, Kevin, reside
in Schaumburg, Ill. She is
an adult membership coordinator for Gottlieb Memorial
Hospital. They have three
children.
Roger Fredenhagen is a
controller for Personalcare
Health Management. He
and his wife, Janet, reside in
Champaign.
Paul Jamieson is the
event manager for SunFest
of Palm Beach County, W.
Palm Beach, Fl a. He and
his wife, Susan, are expecting their third child.

Tra cy (Be rge) Kem pf,
Modesto, Calif., is a clinical
s oci a l w orke r at Doctors
Medical Center. She and h er
husb and , James , have one
daughter.
DeeAnn (Dole) Ellis ,
Waxahachie, Texas, is a
records reporter for United
American Reporting
Ser vices, Inc., Dallas. She
and her husband, Keith,
have two son s.
Francis Alfter has spent
22 years in the United States
Air Force. He is presently a
s quadron commander at
Nellis AFB in N evada. He
1
and his wife, Carol, have two
children .
Dari Kolb complet ed his
PhD at Cornell University in
Ithaca , N.Y. and is lecturer
in Organizational Developm e nt at the Univers ity of
Auckland, New Zealand.
Kris (Holmes) Nogal has
retired a s a training specilist. She and her husband,
Rick, reside at Palos Park,
Ill., with their twins.
Karen (Jenson)
Rutherford MFA '80, an
associate professor of home
economics at Indiana State
University, Terre Haute, Ind.,
is one of 10 Hoosier artists
whose work was selected for
an exhibition of fiber art at
the Indiana Museum in
Indianapolis, Ind.

P eggy (Haas) P ohlheb er
is t he owner and presiden t of
From the H eart in Charlotte,
N .C. She and h er husband,
Will, have 5 children.
Steve Luc ca is a State
Farm agent in Austin, Texas.
He and his wife, Ginny, have
t wo children.

1
1

,4
Gregory Ladzinski has
been named director of
employee relations at
M a cwhyte Compa ny. He
and his wife, Terri, are the
parents of a daughter, and
r eside in Wadsworth, Ill.

Griglione

Mark Griglione recently
graduated from the Graduate
School of Banking at the
University of WisconsinMadison. He is an assistant
vice president with the First
National Bank of Joliet and
resides in Shorewood with
his wife, Janeen (Schaefer)
and their two sons.

'79

Rex Schaeffer has joined
the Bloomington-Normal (Ill.)
law firm of Ostling, Ensign,
,it
Barry & Glenn.
Scott Drazewski is a
partner with Luedtke, Hartweg
& Turner, Bloomington, Ill.
Dombeck
He was elected chairman of
the Young Lawyers Division
of the Illinois State Bar Association for 1991-92. He is a part
time instructor in the legal
studies
department ofISU.
Deborah Dombeck is the
Brenda
Tiedemann,
Executive Officer for the
Middleton,
Wis.,
is self emCoast Guard Reserve Unit in
ployed
as
an
interior
designer
Levenworth, Kan. She is
Camelot
Interiors,
Inc.
.
for
employed as a psycho
Bev
(Parsons)
Blamer
is
therapist at the Children's
a
sixth
grade
teacher
at
Center for Behaviorial
Development in Centerville, Fremont (Mich.) Middle
Ill. She has received the School. She and her husband, Brad, reside in Holton
Coast Guard Personal
Commendation Award and and have three children.
Inette Dishler, Tampa,
was promoted to Lieutenant
Fla.,
was recently promoted
Commander.
to
coordinator
of education
Donald Schaffer,
and
training
programs
in
Western Springs, Ill., has
the
department
of
Commubeen named president of
nity Mental Health at the
fianance and accounting and
Florida
Mental Health Instichief financial officer for
tute
at
the University of
General American TransSouth
Florida.
portation Corporation.

Ste ve D e stri MS '84,
Normal, Ill., is a teacher and
coach a t Parks ide Juni or
High .

'81

David Fedor, Normal, Ill.,
has been named chief financial officer of the Sny d e r
Corp., Bloomington, Ill.
Gregory Atchason ,
Tom Long, a freelanc e Oceansid e, C a lif. , is a
journalist, received shrapnel NROTC instructor a t the
wounds while covering the University of San Diego/San
I civil war in El Salvador in Diego State University. He
served on the USS Ranger
September.
Rich Kahr was promoted during Desert Storm.
Fre d Schouten is a profrom Kraft Food Ingr edient
gr a m mana ge r for Trimanufactu r in g plant
(Human Resources Manger) County Educat ion Service
Center #10. He and his wife,
in Champaign , Ill. , to
Debra, r e side in Coal Cit y,
Memphis, Tenn . Corporate
Office as a group manager, Ill.
Lyn Fedden, Bixby, Okla.,
Human Resources. He and
his wife , Anita , reside in is employed by State Farm
Germantown , Tenn., and Insurance as a data processing technician. She was
have one child.
Judie (Drain) King is the recently elected director of
owner of "A Basket Affair" fellowship at Christ the
and her husband, Jim '81 is Redeemer Lutheran Church.
Billie (Van Kooten)
employed by Deloitte &
Touche as a senior manager Franger is a special educafor employee benefits con- tion teacher at School District
sulting, Chicago, Ill. They #201, Westmont, Ill . Her
reside in Arlington Heights, husband, Craig '82, is a
senior programmer/analyst
Ill., with their three
for Natural Gas Pipeline Co.
daughters.
of America. They reside in
Christopher Crossen,
Tinley Park, Ill., is employed Woodridge, Ill., and have
by IDS/American Express as three children.
Bradley Rosencrans
a certified financial planner.
His wife, Rosanne (Trovato), MBA '82 has been promoted
teaches at Moraine Valley to associate partner at
Andersen Counsulting. He
Comml,lnity College.
Laurie (Levitt) Cantele, and his wife, Mary, reside in
Glenwood, Ill., is a client St. Charles, Mo., with their
service secretary for Leo daughter.
Burnett Co., Chicago, Ill.
She has a daughter, and two
step children.
Isaac Camargo is a preKatherin (West) Schuett, press supervisor at CommuChampaign, Ill. , and her niprint in Miami, Fla.
husband, James, are the
Mark Miskell, Galesburg,
parents of one son. Katherin Ill., is a CPA and manager in
is a mathematics teacher at the tax department for
Urbana (Ill.) School District McGladrey & Pullen. He
#116.
and his wife, Marla, are the
Glenn Gershon is working parents of two girls.
in Germany for Abbott Labs, Angie (Kaltenbach) Brown,
developing and bringing
Decatur, Ill., and husband,
aids/hepatitis products to Ken, are the parents of a
the European market. He boy, Ross. Angie is a sales
and his wife, Beth (Kelly) representative for Nabisco
'79, a quality engineer also Brands, Inc.
with Abbott Labs have a
Tim Callard, Orchard
home at Hawthorn Woods, Park, N.Y., is a plant conIll. They have three
troller for Motorola.
children.

'80

'82

Cont. on pg. 18
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Cont. from pg. 17
Patricia (Salvestrini)
Moore MS '87, Belleville,
Ill., is a principal at St.
Agatha School, New Athens,
Ill. Her husband, Matthew
BS '84, MS '87, is the athletic director at Scott AFB.
Sandra(Miller)
Radvanyi is a s pecial
instructor of voice at the
University of Windsor
(Ontario.) Sh e also sings
professionally. She and her
husband, Mark, have two
daughters.
Kirk Slagel of Conway,
N.H. is a student at Antioch
New England Graduate
School in Keene, N .H.
Richard Hawes '89 has
joined the faculty at Ohio
Wesleyan University,
Delaware, Ohio for the 91-92
academic year. He will be
coaching the men's and
women's swim teams.
Craig May, public information officer for the American Medical Assocation, has
joined Columbia College
Chicago (Ill.) as a part time
instructor in the m arketing
communication department.

I

I

I

I

'84

Karen Crull is the payroll processing supervisor for
the accounting department
at Growmark Inc. ,
Bloomington, Ill.
Keith VanDeVelde,
Devils Lake, N.D., has
received a grant from U.S.
EPA to demons trate low
energy precision application
irrigation for the State of
North Dakota. He is employed by Soil Conservation
Service, USDA.
Beverly (Beck) Hungate
and husband, William '86,
reside in East Peoria, Ill.
Beve rly works as a senior
analyst and William is an
applications analyst, both at
Caterpillar.
Steve Sanduski received
John Th om sen ,
a
MBA
from Indiana UniverBloomington, Ill., has been
sity.
H
e i s a financial
named an administrator of
planning
and analyst manfinancial reporting and conager
for
Call
Interactive,
trol with C.C. Services Inc.
Omaha,
Neb.
He and his
Rita (Chang) Lee is a
wife,
Linda,
have
one child.
human resource manager for
Gary
Loschen
and his
Solberg Manufacturing Inc.,
wife,
Diana
(Janssen),
Itasca, Ill. She and h e r
husband, Gilbert, h ave two Kempton, Ill., are th e
parents of a son. Diana is
children.
an ag teacher at Tri-Point
Nancy (Lellenberg)
High
School a nd Gary is the
Bentrup and hu sba nd ,
vice
president
of Vermilion
John, reside in Urbana, Ill.
Valley
Bank
in
Cullom.
Nancy is a research inforMarc
Kingry
is employed
m a ti on special ist for the
by
May
Co.,
St.
Louis, Mo.,
University of Illinois Departas
an
EDP
Audit
Supervisor.
ment of Urban and Regional
He
and
his
wife
, Candi
Planning.
(Faber)
'85
,
reside
in
Kay Anderson is a labor
Columbia,
Ill.,
and
h
ave
one
economist for the U.S. Departchild.
ment of Labor, Bureau of
Kimberly Cooper,
Labor Statistics, Washington,
Schaumburg,
Ill., is a State
D.C. and lives in Alexandria,
Farm
Insurance
agent in
Va.
Hoffman
Estates,
Ill.
Charles Spagnoli, is the
Lisa Bunch is a commerdefensive coordinator for t he
cial
copywriter/voice talent
football team at t h e Univerfor
radio
and tv and a freesity of Evansville (Ind.).
lance
photographer.
She and
Amy Conroy, Chicago,
her
hu
sba
nd
,
Peter
,
Ill., is working as a security
Greensboro,
N.C.,
are
s uverviso r at the Ritzexpecting their first child.
Carlton Hotel.

'83

.,

Wayne McManus MS '84
is a n assistant professor in
the accounting department
at The Defiance (Ohio) College.

Randell Bair, Minneapolis,
Minn., rece ntly won an
award for statisical process
control based on U.S. government review. He is a
senior engineer for Alliant
Tech Systems Inc., New
Brighton, Minn.
Beth (Erwin) Frick
South Bend, Ind. , is a paralegal for Roemer & Mintz.
She and her husband, Jeff,
have one son.
Lorraine (Jenkins)
McLaughlin is executive
assistant for Cobb Cole &
Bell l aw firm , Daytona
Beach, Fla. She and her
husband , Paul , r eside in
Ormond Beach, Fla., with
their daughter.
Rich Duensing, Batavia,
Ill. , signed a long-term
commitment to perform his
act at the Circus Circus
nightclub in Las Vegas, Nev.
H e impersonates several
major personalities, including Madonna , Liz a, and
Carol Channing.

'85
Gregory Nichols, personal financial planner with
IDS Financial Services Inc.,
Morton, Ill., has received
the certified financial planner desi gnation from the
International Board of
Standards and Practices for
Certified Financial Planners
Inc.
Karlene (Bates) Dryer,
Normal, Ill. , ha s been
named vice pre s ident of
operations at Wi l dwood
Industries, Bloomington, Ill.
Donald Voss h as been
promoted and transferred to
Michigan as t he regional
merchandising manager for
General Mills, Inc. He and
his wife, Debbie, reside in
Rochester Hills, Mich.
Wanda Kelsea Wilber,
Jacksonville, Fla., is an
attornery working in t h e
area of bankruptcy law.
Andrea (McCullough)
Dopp is an assistant to the
commander for quality at
the U.S . Air Force Base at
Battle Creek, Mich. She
recently returned from Italy
where she served as a supply officer at a smal l
southern Italian/American
AF Base. She and her husband have one child.

Liza Sittig, Niles, Ill. , is a
teach er at Resurrection
Medical Center, Chicago, Ill.
She was a finalist for
employee of the year.
David Messersmith (MSE)
1
CAS '90 is superintendent
in the Bradford (Ill.) district.
Cheryl Carver is an itinerant teacher of the physically
disabled in the LaSalle-Peru
(Ill.) area.

1

'86
Michael Carr, Washington,
Ill. , has been named assistant controller of United
Federal Bank, Galesburg, Ill.
Martin Simpson received
a doctorate in English literature from the University of
Florida, Gainesville. He has
accepted a teaching position
at Stetson University, Deland,
Fla. He and his wife, Karen;
reside in Gainesville.
Dean Popovich was
r ece ntly hired as the
marketing manager for J.E.
Martin & Associates LTD ,
Arlington Heights, Ill. He
and his wife, Rita (Dunn),
reside in Hoffma n E states,
Ill. , and are expecting their
first child. Rita is a senior
systems analyst for Allstate
Insurance.
James Lorenz is a cont roller for Osco ( Ill. ) Feed
and Fertilizer. H e and his
wife, Wanda, reside in Moline,
Ill. , and have one child.
Stacey (Weber) Bayless
and husband, David, reside
in Sherman, Ill. , and have
' one s on. Stacey is a senior
account executive for WYMG
I Radio, Springfield, Ill.
! Jennifer Bivens recently
completed her PhD in developmental
from
I Clark Unpschology
i versity in
Worcester, Mass. She is an
assistant professor of psy1 chology at the University of
Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls.
Tim Ahlberg is an assistant manager for Sam's Club
Division of Wal-Mart Stores,
Mobile, Ala. He and his wife,
Kathy, h ave two boys. They
live in Saraland, Ala.
Diana (McCarty)
Digiacomo a nd her husband, Andrew, reside in
Fellsmere , Fla. Diana is
employe d by Coastal Technology Corp.

I

Jean Sullivan, Oak Park,
Ill., is a production editor for
Gorman Publishing Co .,
Chicago, Ill.
Jeffrey Rae and Joyce
Bozacki-Rae '90, Arlington
Heights, Ill., were married
in August. Joyce is a teacher at Glenbrook North High
School, Northbrook, Ill., and
Jeff is a programmer/analyst
for United Airlines.

'87
Jeffrey Vose, Chicago, Ill.,
is an applications analyst for
Caterpillar, Inc. , Joliet
facility.
Thomas Flood and wife,
Christine (Anton) '86 ,
reside in Oak Lawn , Ill.,
with their two children.
Thomas is a project manager
for Henry Brothers General
Contractors and Christine is
a free lance abstractor for
Alert Publications.
Elizabeth (Sward)
Kessler and husband,
Kenneth, reside in Vernon
Hills, Ill. They have one
chi ld. Ken is a PhD
candidate at Chicago
Medical School with a
specialty in clinical neuro
psychology. Liz is a festival
and event director for Skokie
Park District.
Lisa (Romano) Palacios
a nd husband, Robert, reside
in Bartlett, Ill. She received
the Kendal/DuPage DeKalb
Council Conservation Teacher of the Year Award. She is
a fifth grade teacher for
Wheaton Public Schools.
Vonda (Fuelberth)
Fanale and Brad w e r e
married in June and live in
Riverton, Ill. Vonda is a
Spanish teacher at Riverton
High School.
Denise Spangler MS'89,
Athens, Ga., is a doctoral
student in the Department
of Mathematics Education at
the University of Georgia.
Janet Udelhofen ,
Lombard, Ill., is the public
relations coo rdi nator at
Elmhurst Memorial
Hospital.
Jennifer Gresham is a
park ranger and directs
tourists through the White
House.

"'
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Angela Knobloch MBA'90
Robert Spagnoli has
completed his master's of will be teaching a marketing
science degree in Physical course at the University of
Education from C hi cago Notre Dame in the spring of
State University. He is '92. Her husband, Brett '86
currently teaching Industrial is currently a direct MarketTechnology at New Trier ing Analyst with Whirlpool.
Township High School in
Winnetka, Ill.
I
Lyndon Dittus is the store J Kirk Salmela, Mattoon,
manager for Farm & Fleet, Ill. is an assistant principal
Bloomington, Ill. He and his for Mattoon Community
wife reside in Bloomington.
High School.
Paul Zoubek, Wood Dale,
Ill., has recently accepted
Patricia Edwards has the position of envionmental
been named sales and mar- health & safety manager
keting coord inator of with Penray Company in
Wheeling, Ill.
Precision Graphics,
Amy Martineau, Glenview,
Champaign, Ill.
Ill.,
is an interior designer
Beth (Netherton) Wiest
for
Design Pour Vous,
is a senior auditor for
Deerfield,
Ill. She will be
Hartmarx Corp., Chicago,
married
next
fall.
Ill. She and her husband
David
Nichelson
acceptlive in Schaumburg, Ill.
ed
a
position
with
Lockheed
Jeffrey Brugman, St.
Louis, Mo. , has been pro- Aeronautica Systems Co., in
mot e d to district sales Atlanta, Ga. as senior manuadminstrator covering eight facturing systems engineer.
midwest states for Thanas J. He and his wife, Janice,
reside in Smyrna.
Lipton Co.
Thomas Meilinger, Mt.
Kathy Gannon, Des Plaines,
Prospect,
Ill is a CPNsemiIll., is engaged to Bob Wicks
senior
for
Ulbrich,
Corbett &
'89. She is a teacher at
Duncan,
PC,
Elk
Grove
Mt. Prospect (Ill. ) School
Village
,
Ill.
H
e
married
Dist. #57.
Terri (Schaefer) Hoss Adria (Corsetti) '90. She
was promoted to production teaches at Derksen Jr. High
coordinator/managing editor School.
Wing Chark, Woodridge,
of Tribology Transactions,
Ill.,
is a programmer analyst
Park Ridge, Ill. She and her
for
The Northern Trust
husband, Eric MBA '90,
Company.
reside in Wood Dale.
Alan Quarrie is a midChristopher Kusnerick
west
operations supervisorand wife, Lynne, are the
parents of a son. Christopher s up e rcl ock division for
is the head boy's basketball Transportation Displays, Inc.,
coach at Perry County Chicago, Ill. He and his wife,
Marge, live in Joliet, Ill.
School District #32,
Jacquelyn Hudson ,
Perryville, Mo.
Willow
Springs, Ill. , is
John Griffith recently
participated in Combined teaching English/s peech at
Arms Exercise 10 with the Carl Sandburg High School,
Orland Park, Ill.
Marines.

'89

'88

'90
Galler

Jayson Galler has been
named Daybreak'and Noon
producer for WFSB-TV,
Hartford-New Haven, Conn.

Dawn (Miskell) Brewer
and husband, Thomas '91
are law students at Creighton
University, Omaha, Neb.
Teresa McCann, Darien,
Ill., is a pretrial officer for
the Circuit Court of Cook
County in Chicago.
Eric Miskell is a second
year law student at Creighton
University, Om.aha, Neb.
Melisa (Chastain)
Livingston and husband,
Jon, reside in Indianapolis, Ind.

Daniel Levad is a h abilitation specialist/QMRP for
Services Exchange, Dwight,
Ill. His wife, Laura (Leman),
also works for Services Exchange in the same capacity.
They live in Odell, Ill.
Richard Rosario,
Palatine, Ill., is a claims
examiner for the United
States Railroad Retirement
Board in Chicago.
Scott Harpold ,
Abbeyville, S.C., is a therapeutic counselor in the
Wilderness Program for
John De La Howe School.
Mimi (Rosenheimer)
Reid and husband , Andy,
reside in Bellevue, Wash.
She is a claims adjuster for
Allstate Insurance Co.
Christine Ambrosini
completed training at Recruit
Training Command,
Orlando, Fla.

Donovan

Gregory Donovan ,
Bloomington, Ill., staff
accountant with the public
accounting firm of Dunbar,
Breitweiser & Company, has
completed the certified public accountant examination.

'91
Michael Schnell, Palos
Hills, Ill., is a graphic artist
at Ace Hardward Corp., Oak
Brook, Ill.
Jeremiah O'Connor,
Burr Ridge, Ill ., is a first
year law student at Northern Illinois University
College of Law.
Heidi Bottom, Malta, Ill.,
is an account executive for
Rochelle (Ill.) News Leader.
Marcy Buchanan
recently joined a Rockford,
Ill., based training and consulting company, MCS/Myers
Consulting Services, as a
senior training consultant.
Jay Jensen an associate
with Abbott, Philips & Co.,
in Normal, Ill., has received
his certified public accountant designation.
Julia Pitlik has b ee n
hired by CS&A Advertising,
Normal, Ill.

In

Memory_

Faculty/Staff
Donita Bill, Computer Service, Sept. 17
Allie Billingsley, Foreign Languages, A-1.~g. 31
Howard Boner, Recreation, Sept. 15
Howard Hetzel, Biology, Sept. 8
Margaret Klatt, Computer, Sept. 12
Vicki Koehn, Professional Development, Oct. 13
Beulah Lahti, Education, Sept. 7
David Pittmen, Microbiology, Nov. 5
Anthony Sleever, Maintenance, Nov. 14

Alumni
Imo (Bozarth) Pierson '19, Bloomington, Ill., Oct. 10
Pauline (Nelle) Jehl '20, BS '41, Belleville, Ill., Oct. 14
Bernadine (Custer) Sharp '20, Londonderry, Vt., Nov. 2
Hanna (Guenther) Waters '23, BS '26, Decatur, Ill.,
April 8
'
Lena (Van Etten) Swinehart '23, BS '30, Niles, Mich.,
Sept.20, 1990
Angeline (Lee) Smith '25, Chenoa, Ill., Oct. 8
Margretta (Suhren) Cote '26, Waukegan, Ill., Sept. 13
Garnet (Carder) Greenwood '26, BS '35, Ashville,
N.C., April 27
Bernice Elsbury '26, Chetek, Wis., March 14
Sister Elizabeth (Charlotte Kinsella) '26, Concord,
N.H., Sept. 16
Hannah Killian '28, BS '30, Normal, m:, Aug. 30
Chase Phipps '29, Carmi, Ill., May 9
Dorothea (Frutiger) Marsh '29, Jackson, Miss., May,
1988
Robert Classon '30, Minneapolis, Minn., May 15
Dorothea (Concklin) Lee '31, Bloomington, Ill., Oct. 13
Mildred Werner '32, BS '42, Park Ridge, Ill., June 20
Janet (Anders) Ryan '35, Delavan, Ill., Aug. 20
Jack Bennett '35, Mackinaw, Ill., June 7
Julia (Blum) Bates '36 MS '60, Bloomington, Ill., Jan. 4
Genevieve (Novak) Moncur '36, BS '41, Green Valley,
Ala.,June 1
Dwight Briggs '37, Southfield, Mich., May 15
Charlie Newton '37, MS '52, Spring Valley, Calif., Sept. 7
Muriel (Tolliver) Morgan '37, Tuscon, Ariz.
Evelyn (Landis) Blechta '38, Sarasota, Fla., Sept. 3
Luther Van Meter '38, Elgin, Ill., June 6
Laurel Amdor '39, Washington, 111., Sept. 16
Virginia (Roeske) Hager '40, BS '58, MS '63, Normal,
Ill., Nov. 13
Charles Zoller '41, MS '51, Ferguson, Mo., ~ug. 9
Robert Hendricks '43, Dec. 7, 1989
Mary (Orr) Pourchot '44, Neshkoro, Wis., Sept. 4
Virginia (Olson) LaBounty '48, Sept. 12
Shirley (Wills) Holloway '52, Chicago Heights, Ill., July 3
Vmcent Abrams MS '54, Flint, Mich., July 12
Carolyn (Marth) Hulsey '55, Bowling Green, Ky., Ap~l 4
Judy (Ropp) Sebens '63, Monticello, Ill., Aug. 7
Lawrence Walsh '68, MS '71, Peoria, Ill., Aug. 12
Corrinne (Diehl) Bell '68, Deer Creek, Ill., Nov. 20
Carole (Medhurst) Braucht '74, Feb: ·1989
Richard Brinkoetler '75
Gene Cole '75, Newbury Park, Calf., Oct. 24
Steven Lang '77, Chicago, Ill., Oct. 1
Beverly Hoover '77, Chicago, Ill., December 12, 1990
David Severns '88,·Hinsdale, Ill., Nov. 16
Jeffrey Owens '89, Nov. 29, 1989

--
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Atlanta, Ga.

Los Angeles, Calif.

On Feb. 22, Atlanta, Ga.,
alumni will meet at a local bar
to watch the ISU men's basketball team take on Indiana
State in Redbird Arena. For
further information please call
Dan Wagner at the Alumni
Services Office (309) 438-2586.

Bloomington/Normal
If interested in being
involved with the chapter,
please call Diane Guse MS '77
at (309) 438-3700.

Chicago , Ill.

--c..

A ski trip is being held in
January at Winter Park, Colo.
The chapter will attend a Feb.
15, SteppenwolfTheatre production of"A Slip of the Tongue"
featuring ISU theatre alum
John Malkovich.
Future events include a
Spring Break party in March,
a comedy club trip in April, a
White Sox game in May, a river
boat trip in June, a Cubs game
in July, an evening at Ravinia
in August, and an event at
Arlington International Horse
Races in September. Plans are
also being made for Homecoming,
Sept. 26. For further information contact Lori Gronewold
'84 at (708) 969-7455.

Dallas/Ft Worth, Texas
A package with tickets for
three Dallas Mavericks basketball games i~ available for $30
per person. The games are
Jan. 31 against the Chicago
Bulls, F eb.15 against the
Houston Rockets and March
20 against the Sacramento
Kings. For further information contact Chuck '75 or Pat
Hanson at (817) 545-4828.

On Oct. 19 a group of alumni from the LA area met at the Century Plaza Hotel for a cocktail party.

Houston, Texas

Philadelphia, Pa.

St. Louis, Mo.

A February Houston Rockets
game is being planned. For
further information, please
call Alan Lindsey '79 at
(713) 751-8910.

Upcoming events of the
chapter include a trip to the
Philadelphia Museum ofArt
on Feb. 23 and the annual
meeting at the Garden State
Park on May 3. For more inform a ti on please call Sandra
Borror Jury '81, MS '84 at
(609) 663-6658. Please call
Lois Ryan '64 at (302) 332-3376
for information on the
Philadelphia Flower Show on
March 15.

For information regarding
how to get involved with the
chapter, please call Dan
Cotter '80, MS '81 at
(314) 622-7219.

Indianapolis, Ind.
All Indianapolis are? alums
are invited to an Indianapolis
Ice hockey game and pregame
celebration scheduled for early
February. The event is being
sponsored by Burger King.
For further information
contact Fred Kaufman '69, MS
'73 at (317) 846-3585.

Phoenix, Ariz.

Rockford, Ill.
Rockford alumni who
are interested in playing on
the chapter volleyball team
can call Anissa Kryanski '90
at (815) 877-0167. A river
boat gambling trip is tentatively planned for the spring.

ISU Alumni Chapter
Volunteer
Yes! I am interested in
becoming invol ved in an
Illinois State University
alumni chapter in my area.

Washington, D.C.

Name

Alumni from the
Washington , D.C., area
are planning a cocktail
party for the sp ring.
For further information,
contact Eric Nicoll '89 at
(202) 225-2371.

Address
City
State

Zip

Return to Alumni Services,
ISU, Normal, IL 61761.

San Diego, Calif.

Springfield, Ill.

Alumni in the Phoenix area attended a cocktail
party at Don and Charlies on Oct. 18.

A gondolla party will be
held on Feb. 22 at Strike N
Spare West from 4 until 6 p.m.
Bowling will be available from
6 until 10 p.m. For more information contact Rick Hankins
'84 at (217) 528-4246.
Upcoming spring events
include a theatre party, golf
outing and Springfield
Cardinals game.

- "·

San Diego area alumni met at the San Diego Zoo on
Oct. 20 for lunch and a tour.

